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Abstract 

This thesis explores the eontribution of synUtctic nnalysis to the i11nchine 
translation (MT) between related languages and it also attcrnpts to C'xplore 
the limits of shallow JVIT methods. We focus on one gronp of languages, 
the Balta-Slavie language family, and one JVIT architecture , narncly hybrid 
systems with prevalently rule-based modules. 

First, we present related work for Slavie, Scanclinavian, Tnrkic , Celtic 
and Romance languages. We review clifferent approaehes of IvlT bctwccn 
related languages including the MT system for Slavie langnages Čes{lko which 
constitutes the basis of our system. 

Second, we suggest a modifieation of the comrnonly usecl shallow-transfer 
approach. We deseribe in detail the implementation of the proposed fnune
work, namely the partial parser, shallow transfer and stoehastic ranker, and 
evaluate the improved architecture on three language pairs using several wcll
known metries such as WER, BLEU and NIST. 

Third, we examine how our arehitecture behaves if we couple two MT 
systems to obtain a new translation pair as compared to a simple pipe of two 
l\IIT language pairs. This experiment enlightens some aspeets of the relation
ship between deterministic and non-deterministic approaches to inorpholog
ical analysis, parsing and transfer. 

In the concluding ehapter, we provide a broader perspective on hybrid 
methods in MT between related languages and finally, we summarize the 
contribution of the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

Natural language processing (NLP) is a coruparativcly new and rapidly grow
ing disci pline in the borderland of theoretical linguistics on thc onc sidc anc l 
applied mathematics, especially graph theory and statistics, on thc other. 
Machine translation (MT) is a kind of king's cliscipline of NLP ancl thcrc has 
been long and extensive research in the area of rule-ba.sed forn1alisrns as vvcll 
as of statistical approaches to MT. One subcategory of I\'1T is the tra.nslation 
between related languages which is being researched since the late 1980's of 
the 20th century. This thesis focuses on rv1T among Balto-Slavic languages. 

1.1 1-„he Significance of Machine Translation 

The goal of machine translation is to automatically transfer a discourse (in 
MT usually in written form) from a source language to a target language 
while preserving its meaning and stylistic characteristics. When building an 
MT system, a natural requirement is to develop it with as little effort as 
possible. As the complexity of an MT system depends on thc similarity of 
the source and the target language, the knowledge of different strategies for 
various degrees of language similarity can minimize the effort and guarantee 
an acceptable quality. 

We mainly focus on Baltic and Slavie languages although most of the 
discussed aspects are valid in general. The mentioned language f amily has 
been chosen since it is an ideal 'playground' due to its typology and different 
degrees of similarity which allows to investigate MT among related languages 
in detail. Moreover, for many of these languages linguistic resources (such 
as morphological analyzers, synthesizers, taggers, corpora etc.) are available, 
thus it is comparatively easy to perform practical experiments to approve or 
falsify theoretical hypotheses. Also, the typology of these languages, mainly 
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the extremely free word order at the level of actants, is very interesting from 
the viewpoint of formal theories as i t cannot be directly processed by means 
of formalisms based on context-free rules. Last but not least , the importance 
of MT among these languages has grown since the accession of several Baltic 
and Slavie nations to the European U nion. 

It is obvious that MT between related languages is generally easier than 
between, for example, Guaraní and Georgian, but what is still unclear is what 
we have to focus on in the complex IvIT process so that we can effectively 
maximize the translation quality. This thesis atternpts to explore the contri
bution of syntactic analysis to the TvfT in the context of the Balta-Slavie lan
guage family, and our additional experiments with another language group, 
Romance, show that most of the conclusions are valid not only for Baltic and 
Slavie. 

1.2 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis can be roughly split into three parts. Chapters 2 and 3 define basic 
notions and review older MT systems for related languages. Chapters 4, 5, 6 
and 7 focus on the properties of the researched languages and on the imple
mentation of an 1vIT framework for them. Finally, Chapter 8 is dedicated to 
the statistical part of the framework, the ranker, and to the evaluation of our 
experiments. 

There are many approaches to rule-based NLP such as the categorial 
grammar, HPSG, LFG etc . Our framework is loosely based on the Lex
ical Functional Grammar and on the theory behind the Prague linguistic 
school, which is described, along with the other used theoretical background, 
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives a brief overview of MT systems for related 
languages that have been developed in the last decades. 

In Chapter 4, we focus on the relationship between Balto-Slavic languages 
and we identify the various free-rides as well as substantial differences among 
them which are crucial for MT and NLP in general. Chapter 5 focuses on 
the most important syntactic features of the Balto-Slavic languages at the 
shallow and deep level. Chapters 6 and 7 describe the implementation of the 
partial parser and shallow transfer, respectively. 

Chapter 8 is dedicated to the statistical ranker which is crucial to the 
framework since it is the only module that deals with the non-determinism 
of all other modules of the framework. Furthermore, we use the most notable 
methods of automatic evaluation of translation quality to evaluate our frame
work and to compare it to the shallow-transfer based MT system Apertium. 

The concluding chapter provides a broader perspective on the problem-
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atics of ~IT bet\veen related lnnguages cHH l s11111111<:lrizc~ t he co nt ri hu t io11 of 

the thesis to this particular arca of ATLP. 
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Chapter 2 

Basic N otions and N otation 

This introductory chapter defines some basic notions used within the thesis. 
The concepts and terminology are loosely based on the Lexical Functional 
Grammar (LFG) and on the formalism used in the Prague Dependency Tree
bank (PDT) which is described in detail by Hajič et al. (2001) which in turn 
builds on the Functional Generative Description (FGD) proposed by Sgall 
et al. (1986), with affinities to the naturalness theory at the level of syntax 
and morphosyntax as defined by Mayerthaler et al. (1998). 

2.1 Typical Scheme of Machine Translation 

J\!Iost Iv1T systems consist of three subsequent phases: analysis, transfer and 
synthesis. In the first phase, the input is analyzed and an abstract represen
tation of it is produced. The concrete shape of the representation can vary. 
In the transfer phase, the abstract representation is adapted to the target 
language and finally, the translation is generated (synthesized) out of the ab
stract representation. The MT architecture with a hypothetical interlingua 
can be schematized by the so-called Vauquois' triangle: 
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(2.1) 
intcrliu fflla <:") 

• 

· - ---- - - ---------- ~ · 

source sentence targct sentence 

The vertical axis represents the abstractness of the intenncdiatc rcprc
sentation with the interlingua being the most abstract langnage indcpc11dc11t 
representation. 

The original system Česílko which has neither parser nor transfer ( cxccpt 
for the lexical one) could be schematized as follows: 

(2.2) 
• 

/ " 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ " 
/ transfer " . ---------~· . 

In our system, we use a less abstract representation ( at the language spe
cific shallow syntactic level) . Moreover, the transfer is recursively cornbincd 
with synthesis, which can be schematized as follows: 

(2.3) 

• 

/ 

/ 
/ 

• 
/ "-

" "-
" "-

"
transfer "-/ "· - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ · 

The recursivity of the synthesis is given by the recursive character of 
the abstract representation - the feature structures. The transfer phase is 
described in detail in Chapter 7. 
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2.2 Linguistic Levels 

The FGD in its original form is a stratificational formalism with five levels 
of linguistic description. At each level, there are two types of elements: 
elementary and complex; the complex elements consist of the elementary 
ones (the relation of composition). Between each two adjacent levels , there 
is the relation of realization. An element at a level, representing a function, 
is realized by one or more elements at the inferior level and vice versa, each 
element at a level, being a form, corresponds to one or more elements at the 
superior level. There are five levels: 

tectogrammatical deep syntax, widely language independent, expressing 
the grammatical meaning of sentences 

analytical surface syntax, language specific, reflecting the linearized repre
sentation of sentences 

morphemic level of ( complex) morphemes and ( elementary) morphonemes 

morphonological level of ( com plex) morphonemes and (element ary) phonemes 

phonetical level of ( complex) phonemes and ( elementary) distinctive fea-
tures 

The relation of realization is a relationship between form and function at 
all levels of linguistic description (Panevová (1980) gives a detailed descrip
tion and examples for various linguistic levels). For machine translation, 
the two highest levels - analytical and tectograrnmatical - are of special 
interest. 

2.2.1 Analytical Level (surface syntax) 

At the analytical level, the sentence is represented by a syntactic tree where 
each nade corresponds to exactly one word in the sentence. The edges of 
the tree connect head nodes with their dependants and are labelled with 
grammatical functions. Hence at this level, the complex element is a syntactic 
tree. 

For example, for the English sentence I lived here, the analytical tree 
( with simplified labels) looks as follows: 
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(2 .4) 

• 
7~ 

• • 

I lived here 

Analytical trees are totally ordered and they can be 11011-projectivc. The 
order of the nodes refl cts the orcler of the corresponcling worc ls in thc nu
derlying sentence. 

Besides dependency, edges in a tree can also represent otlH'r rdn tions, 
such as coordination, apposition or coreferences. 

2.2.2 Tectograrnrnatical Level ( deep synt ax) 

The goal of the tectogrammatical level is to abstract frorn langnage specific 
phenomena. Only autosemantic words correspond to nodes in a tectognun
matical tree, the synsemantic words are encoded in node or eclg labcls. On 
the other hand, tectogrammatical structures can contain nodes that are not 
lexicalized in the linear representation of a sentence ( ancl hence thcy do not 
occur in its analytical tree either) . For exarnple, the nnexpressccl subjcct in 
the following sentence has its own node in the corresponcling tectogra1nrnat
ical structure: 

(2 .5) Přijde zítra. 
come-3SG,FUT tomorrow 

"He/she will come tomorrow." (Cze) 

(2.6) 

• 
;v~ 

• • 

přijde zítra 

Elements that depend on a verb can be either actants or free rnodifiers. 
Actants differ from free modifiers in that there can be, at most, one actant 
of a particular type for a verb ( coordination phrases are considered to be one 
unit). There are the following actants: 
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agent the role of the active participant on a process, usually realized by 
subject in active sentences 

patient the role of the passive participant on a process, usually realized by 
direct object in active sentences and subject in passive sentences 

addressee the beneficiary of a process, often realized by indirect object or 
an equivalent prepositional phrase. 

source the origin of a process, either local or conceptual 

effect the result of a process 

Whether an actant can ( or must) occur as a dependant of a verb is de
termined in the valence frame of the verb. Actants can be obligatory or 
facultative; free modifiers can be obligatory within a valency frame. 

It is noteworthy that tectogrammatical trees are always, by definition, 
projective. The order of the nocles in a tectogrammatical tree reflects the 
topic-focus articulation. 

2.3 Equivalence of Linguistic Expressions 

Equivalence is a relation which is reflexive, symmetrical and transitive. Two 
linguistic expressions are equivalent if they have the same meaning, and they 
are strictly equivalent if they have the same meaning in any context they may 
occur in (Panevová, 1980). Hence the following sentences are equivalent, the 
first one being active and the second one passive: 

(2.7) Ani~ namalowal Tomasz. 
Anna-ACC draw-LPART,MASC,SG Thomas-NOM 

"Thomas painted Anna." (Pol) 

(2.8) Ania zastala namalowana 
Anna-NOM become-LPART ,FEM,SG draw-PART,PASS,FEM,SG,NOM 
przez Tomasza. 
by Thomas-GEN 

"Anna was painted by Thomas." (Pol) 

N evertheless, these expressions are not strictly equivalent because if we 
add the free modifier z radosciq "with pleasure" to them they gain a different 
meaning ( the modifier depends on the subject which is different in both 
sentences). 

We say that two syntactic structures are structurally equivalent if they 
are represented by isomorphic trees ( regardless of the order of nodes). 
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2.4 Topic-Focus Articulation 

An essential con1ponent of the lingnistic descriptio11, 1w111dy of t hc tcc

togran1matical level, is the topic-focns articulation (Sgn ll ('t HL ( lDSO) give a 
detailed description of the problen1a.tics). It cxpresses t he gn1dc of contcxt
boundness and it may influence the n1ea11ing of a, proposition; two strnctnrall)~ 

equivalent propositions may have diffcrent 111ca11i11gs if tlwy diffcr in t hc topic
focus articulation, i.e., in the order of nodes in thc tcctogra111111at.icnl trcc. ns 
in the following example (if the intonation is unrnarked): 

(2.9) Na Moravě se rnhcu{ c~esky. 

in Moravia-LOC,SG REFL speak-3SG,PRES Czech 
"In Moravia, Czech is spoken." ( Cze) 

(2.10) Česky se mJuví na Moravé. 
Czech REFL speak-3SG,PRES in IV1oravia-LOC,SG 

"Czech is spoken in Moravia." ( Cze) 

In an I\1T system between languages that cxpress thc topic-focus artic
ulation mainly by word order, it is -vvidely possiblc to use a frce-ricle , i.c. , 
not to consider the word order at the verbal level in the transfer phase. ()f 

course, local word order (such as that of elements of a noun phrase) rnay 
require rearrangement. 

2.5 Markedness and Underspecification 

2.5.1 Markedness 

The concept of markedness was developed "rithin the Prague linguistic school, 
initially for the phonological level. Later, it was generalized for other linguis
tic levels as well. For syntax and morphosyntax, a detailed formalization 
in context of the naturalness theory offer Mayerthaler et al. (1998). The 
markedness of a linguistic sign is complementary to its naturalness. Marked 
elements or constructions usually are more complex then unmarked ones, 
they occur less often in propositions and they can be observed in more lan
guages around the world. 

As our main focus lies on the syntactic and morphosyntactic level, we 
constrain ourselves to syntactic and morphosyntactic markedness. Accord
ing to Mayerthaler et al. (1998), the markedness of a construction grows with 
its complexity, i.e., the number of nodes it consists of. Furthermore, a con
struction is more marked than another one if it contains more empty (null) 
elements. 
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In the area of machine translation, it is a significant problem if a con
struction in the target language has a marked counterpart which is its com
binatoric variant and there is no marked element in the source language for 
it. 

As an example, let us consider the following Czech sentence which is 
ambiguous (the tense is underspecified) because the verb is in conditional 
mood: 

(2.11) přišel bych 
come-LPART,MASC,SG would-lsG 

"I would come/I would have come." (Cze) 

If translating into a language where the two meanings are realized by 
combinatoric variants, we have to know the formally underspecified tense in 
order to translate the sentence correctly. In Lithuanian, for example, the 
following translations are possible and exclude each other depending on the 
context: 

(2.12) ateičiau 

would-come-lSG,PRES 

"I would come." (Lit) 

(2.13) biičiau atéjf,s 
would-be-lSG,PRES come-PART,ACT,PAST,MASC,SG 

"I would have come." (Lit) 

This problem also affects 1v1T systems that aim to deeply parse whole 
sentences since the information that is necessary to decide which combinatoric 
variant to chaose, may only be obtained from the intersententional context. 

2.5.2 Underspecification 

The concept of underspecification concerns linguistic features that are asso
ciated with word forms and phrases. A feature bundle is underspecified if it 
does not include all relevant features or if a feature's value is underspecified in 
itself (if an underspecified feature's value is recursively embedded, we call this 
situation inherited underspecification). For example, the Czech form ženě 
"woman-DAT /Loc" is underspecified since it is morphologically ambiguous 
with respect to case. On the other hand, the sentence Přijde is syntactically 
underspecified with respect to gender since the subject is not realized, e.g., 
by a personal pronoun on/ ona/ ono "he/she/it". While the morphological un
derspecification is inherent for many word forms and gets resolved (at least 
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partially) during the prtrsing~ the syntactic undcrspccificntion i11a~· hc C(lllS{'d 

by the lack of context ( if no intcrsc11tentio11al clcpcndcncics (1rc cousidC'n'd ) 
and, in the case of partial parsing. t he nlissing dependcncics cnn hl' ~cen HS 

(fully) underspecified (Federici et al., 1996). U11clcrspecification cn11 bc strict. 
potential or obligatory. If a fonn or constrnction is strict ly undcrspccificcL 
it has to be resolved by the surrouncling contcxt; othcnvis(\ thc sentence 
would be ill-formed. In thc case of potential nnclerspccifica tion. t hcre is a 
default value which applies for the unclerspccifi ~d fen ture if thc co11t cxt docs 
not resolve the uncertainty; otherwise, the dcfault vahw gcts ovcnvrittcn by 
the context. An obligatory underspccificntion 11n1st not be rcsolvcd. 

Let us show a couple of exarnples. The Polish i111pcrsonal pnrticiplcs vvith 
-no /-to are obligatorily un<lerspecificd with respect to subjcct (whilc fixi11g 
the tense), e.g., Nie chciano wrócié "One did not vvant to l'(~ turn.'' In Litlnrn
nian, for example, there are sentences with a partitive actant in genitive ( e.g., 
{bégdavo čia ja1ln1{ mergin1t "Young girls used to corne hcre,') . These can he 
analyzed, according to Ambrazas et al. (1999), in the way that the geuitival 
noun phrase depends on a null elernent. Nouns are potentially nndersperificd 
with respect to person. If they depend on finite verbs they usually are in the 
third person. N evertheless, the feature of person can be clifferent if a noun 
phrase with a noun as its head is specified by a pronoun, e.g., My studenci 
nie mamy pienir-dzy "We students have no money"; in Slovenian, no pronoun 
is necessary in such a construction, e.g., Slovenci voláno. . . "we Slovencs 
vote for ... " Generally, the underspecification gets resolvecl throngh syntac
tic relations with other elements of the sentence, often through agreerncnt. 
For example, in the Czech sentence Pfijd1l za tebo1l ''I will come to you", the 
underspecified gender and number of the general subject can be (fully or par
tially) resolved by adding a transgressive. Adding a masculine transgressive 
resolves the aforementioned features completely (Dokonče práci přijdu ''Af
ter having finished the work, I will come"), whereas the transgressival forrn 
dokončíc only reduces the underspecification of the gender in that it excludes 
the masculine value while fixing the number to singular. 

Interesting examples can be found in dialects. The Russian transgressive, 
for example, can be used dialectically to express the perfect tense (Trubin
skij, 1984) and in this function, it is potentially underspecified with respect to 
tense. The unmarked use would be, e.g., J!eHa npuexaa?.LlU "Lena has come", 
hence the default value of the tense is present. Through an auxiliary, a differ
ent tense can be expressed: J!eHa 6uJla/ 6ydern npuexaawu "Lenna had/will 
have come." In the analogous Lithuanian construction, the infinite verb form 
is strictly underspecified, as it always requires an auxiliary to specify the 
person: Lena buvo/yra/b1ts atvažiavusi. 

In Lower Sorbian, there is practically only one past tense nowadays which 
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is built with the l-participle. This verb form is strictly underspecified vvith 
respect to person since it always has to be resolved by an auxiliary. In other 
words, Psišel "came" is not a well-formed sentence, the verb always has to 
be accompanied by an auxiliary: (ja) som psišel) (ty) sy psišel or (wón) jo 
psišel "I came, you came, he come." 

It is noteworthy that from the diachronie point of view, strictly under
specified constructions tend to become potentially underspecified. The ten
dency is related to the principle of markedness reduction and to the fact that 
syntactically complex constructions are mostly more marked. 

2.6 Notations of Data Structures and Rules 

This section explains essential notations regarding linguistic data structures 
and grammar rules. 

2.6.1 Feature Structures 

In our framework, the basic data structure for representation of linguistic 
data are feature structures. A feature structure is an attribute-value-matrix 
(AVM) whereby the values of the attributes are atoms, strings or complex 
values (lists, set s, embedded feature structures). Feature structures are usu
ally typed, i.e., there is a global type hierarchy and each feature structure is 
assigned a type. Here is an example of a simple feature structure: 

(2.14) adv 

LE NI MA 

POS 
'quickly' 

adv 

Each linguistically significant entity has a set of relevant features. The 
value of a feature may be underspecified, i.e., its value might not be fully 
specified. Ambiguous feature values may be resolvable from the context. 

The most typical operation on feature structures is unification which is 
a combination of mutually compatible attribute values. What is often used 
in rules is partial unification, i.e., only specified attributes are unified (for 
example: case, gender, number etc.). 

2.6.2 Charts 

As an auxiliary data structure, a chart, is used for parsing in our framework. 
Formally, it is a multigraph that represents all parsing hypotheses that are 
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valid up to a certain point in the pnrsing proccss . . At t h(' end of t he proccss. 
the remaining valid hypotheses bnild up t hc rcsul t of t h(1 pcnser. Oue possi hle 
implementation of a chart parser describes Coln1enn1cr ( l 9G9). 

Here is an example of a chart at the bcginning of t hc parsing process: 

(2.15) 

myslel jsem že lrnd11 spisova l <'l e111 . ---- - . -----. -----. -----. . 
And here is the the chart for the sarne sentence after tlw parsi11g proccss: 

(2.16) 

2.6 .3 

(myslel ____.jsem) -* (že f- budu ---+spisovat.clen 1) 

myslel---+ jsem 
/ -

/ '..:::: 

b11d u spi sovatelc n 

/ ......... / / ......... 

/ ,,,,, myslel jsem ' '- / že / _.,,.. budu spisovatclet11' · ------ •------ •--- - -- · ------ · --- --- · 

Grainmar Rules 

Rule-based systems contain grammars for syntactic analysis and/or gener
ation. These grammars consist of declarative rules that prescribe how to 
combine words and constituents into complex structures. The most conunon 
type used in linguistic formalisms are context-free grammars which operatc on 
adjacent constituents. However, some kinds of non-projective depenclencics 
can be recognized within context-free grammars by n1eans of rule templates 
- the so called funct ional uncertainty. 

A rule consists of a leH-hand side which is matched against a part of 
the parsed input, and a right-hand side which is the result of the rule's 
application. In most formalisms, rules can be associated with conditions to 
restrict their application. 

We use the following schematic rule notation 

(2.17) [A] + [B] ==== [C] 
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where A, B and C are feature structures. A rule can be applied if its 
left-hand side (A and B) unifies with a path of the chain graph. ln such a 
case, a new edge is added to the chain graph which spans the edges that are 
covered by the left-hand side of the rule and is labelled with its right-hand 
side. The feature structure, which the new edge is labelled with, is defined 
on the right-hand side of the rule. 

The mechanism of rule interpretation which we are using is described in 
detail in Chapter 6. See also Appendix A for the list of rules which are used 
in our grammar for Czech. 
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Chapter 3 

An Overview of MT Systems 
between Related Languages 

MT between closely related languages has a long traclition ancl it has cxperi
enced a rebirth in the last decade. The first experirnents werc done for Slavie 
and Scandinavian languages. The shallow-transfer approach has bcen showu 
to give viable results for related languages with very rich inficction as well 
as for analytical and agglutinative languages. We give a brief ovcrview of 
several systems in the following sections . 

3.1 Slavie Languages 

3.1.1 RUSLAN 

The first MT system for closely related Slavie languages was RUSLAN (Hajič, 
1987; Bémová et al., 1988), translating from Czech into Russian. The systcrn 
used a deep syntactic analysis and a full-fleclgecl transfer. Its core modules 
were implemented in Q-systems (Colmerauer, 1969). 

3.1.2 Česílko 

An MT system frorn Czech into Slovak was implemented by Hajič et al. 
( 2000). As there are almost no syntactic or semantic differences between the 
two languages, the system uses a direct lemma-to-lemma lexical transfer with 
a one-to-one dictionary. 

Later, the system was adapted to the language pair Czech-Polish (D~bovvski 
et al., 2002) and finally, the shallow-transfer approach has been suggested and 
implemented by Hajič et al. (2003) after experiments with translation from 
Czech into Lithuanian. 
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deformatter --~ morphological analyzer 

1 
morphological disambiguator 

1 
lexical/ morphological transfer 

1 
morphological generator ------ reformatter 

Figure 3.1: Architecture of the first version of the system Cesílko 

The MT system Česílko originally was an experirr1ental system for auto
matic translation as a supporting module for pre-filled translation memories. 
Since the source and target language of the system are closely related, the 
system <lid not perform any syntactic analysis but it translated the input 
text on a lemma-to-lemma and tag-to-tag basis. The system consisted solely 
of the following modules (we have reused some of them in our experiments): 

1. morphological tagger for Czech 

2. bilingual glossaries 

3. morphological synthesis for Slovak/Polish. 

Czech is a language with rich inflection, i.e., a word usually has many 
different endings that express various morphological categories. The mor
phological analyzer assigns a set of lemmas and tags to each word. As it was 
necessary to have only one tag for each word cletermined by the context of 
the sentence, a statistical tagger was used with an accuracy of approx. 94% 
(Hajič and Kuboň, 2003). The use of the tagger was necessary since the 
input of the lexical transfer ( which was the immediately following rnodule) 
was expected to be disambiguated. 

The bilingual glossaries contained lemmas of the source language and 
their counterparts in the target language. It is an inherent problem of dic
tionaries that a source lemma often corresponds to several lemmas in the 
target language and the correct translation depends on the semantic con
text, the style of the text etc . Even for very closely related languages such as 
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Czech and Slovak ~ there inay occur discrcp<:lncics n'le\·nut for t hc 11ic\111i11g. 

This problen1 has been pa.rtié1lly solved hy the di\·isiou oť tbe glossar~· i11to 
a domain-specific part and a gcneral pHrt. D11ri11g t he lcxicnl trnusf<'r. t he 
don1ain-specific glossary is used first nnd tbc gc11crnl glos~mr.Y is uscd 0111.\· if 
no translation has been found. 

I t may happen that no transln.tio11 is found ('ven iu tb(' gcrH'nd glossa r>· 
since no dictionary can contain all the words of a lnngnagc. In snch a cas<'. 
the original lemma is left untranslatccl in the text \vhich rnay hcl p H lnunan 
post-editor to correct the translation. 

The final phase generates word fonus in thc targct language which is 
comparatively simple. It may happen that a lernrna is unknown in t he r11or
phological module of the target language because it has not bec11 translat('d 
at all or simply because the module does not contain it. In such a case, tlw 
lemma is left unchanged in the target sentence. 

The system was evaluated using the Trados Translator's Workbcnch (TT\V). 
The result of the automatic translation was post-edited rnanua1ly to he gra.111-
matically and semantically correct. Afterwards, the TTW calculatccl the sir11-
ilarity of each automatically translated sentence with its rnanually corrcctcd 
version. The accuracy for a set of sentences has been expresscd a.s a wc'ightccl 
mean of sentence accuracies weighted by length ( nurnber of words). Thr élC

curacy for the language pair Czech-Slovak was around 90% while for Polish 
as target language it reached, according to D~bowski et al. (2002), 71.4%. 
The Trados metrie was believed to reftect the effort a post-editor woulcl have 
to put into making the translation grammatically and semantically correct. 
Unfortunately, the algorithm used by Trados is not public so it is not exactly 
known how the evaluation proceeds. However, the numbers can be nsed to 
compare different methods (given a language pair and a text for cvaluation) 
or two language pairs (if the same method is used). 

3. 1.3 GUAT 

An MT system from Slovenian into Serbian, based on Apertium, has been ex
perimentally implemented by Vičič (2008) ( the architecture of the frarnework 
is described in Section 3.5.1) . The system utilizes the available Slovenian 
morphological analyzer. The other linguistic resources were built automati
cally by exploiting available corpora for both languages. Even transfer rules 
are intended to be induced automatically in the future versions of the system. 
Currently, there are only a few hand-written rules. 

In the last version of GUAT, our ranker has been used for the language 
pair Slovenian-Serbian with a significant improvement in translation quality 
( J ernej Vičič, personal communication) . 
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3.2 Scandinavian Languages 

3.2.1 PONS 

There has been extensive research in MT between various Scandinavian lan
guages. The first extensive experiment was the PONS (Partiell Oversettelse 
mellom N IBrstaende S prak == Partial translation between closely related lan
guages) system (Dyvik, 1995) that translated from Norwegian into Swedish. 
The authors argue that if two languages are close enough, it is mostly not 
necessary to "waste time finding a lot of redundant grammatical and seman
tic information about the expressions". They suggest that for closely related 
languages, one should choose a different strategy than for distant languages. 
Concretely for Scandinavian languages, "formal equivalence will often imply 
denotational and stylistic equivalence". The general principle is to use as 
much of the structure of the source sentence as possible "within the limits 
im posed by idiomaci ty". In particular, semantic and sty listic properties of 
translated sentences are not taken into account, relying on the closeness of 
both languages at the corresponding levels, since "in closely related languages, 
similar effect can be achieved with similar means". The source sentence serves 
as a template for the encoding of the target sentence. 

The core of the system is based on the D-PATR unification-based for
malism (Kartunnen, 1986). An interesting property of this system is that 
no morphological analyzer was used, all word forms were stored in the lex
icon. Each entry is a set of equations which define a feature structure. As 
a convenient method of adding hand-written entries, there are templates for 
defining recurring sets of equations. 

Before parsing, the source text is divided into substrings at certain punc
tuation marks. The substrings are then parsed by a bottom-up unification
based chart parser. The grammar is not designed to fully cover the source 
sentence - the result of the parser is typically a set of partial analyses. At 
the end of the parsing process, the parser chooses the edge sequence(s) with 
the lowest number of edges which correspond(s) to the maximal analyses of 
the substring. Subsequently, each edge is translated separately and the re
sults are concatenated. The system is robust in the sense that "as long as 
the words are known, some output is guaranteed". 

The transfer uses three operating modes. Modes 1 and 2 are "shortcut 
modes", i.e., the structural similarity between source and target language is 
exploited. The third mode generates the structure of the target substring 
from scratch. The 'shortcuť-modes perform a kind of word-to-word trans
lation by substituting target words for source words at the terminal nodes 
of the parse tree. The transfer is generally non-deterministic. For example, 
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when translating fron1 a langunge withont tcnsc (such Cls Clii11esc ) i11t o En
glish, a set of English strings is genrra t cel wi t h <111 possi hle t c11se \ '<dnes (i 11 

other worcls, underspecification expaucls in n111higuous on t put ) . 
Besides Norwegian-to-Swe<lish , thc systrn1 hns nbo bccn tcsted for En

glish and N orwegian. 

3.2.2 Norwegian-Danish 

A similar approach was used in the ~IT systern frorn :\"orwegiau (hokuml ) 
into English that used Danish as an interlingua (Dick a11d Nyg<1anL ~007 ) . 

As there are almost no syntactic differences bctwcrn these two Scaucli1rnvi<111 
languages, and there is a widely corrcsponcling polyserny, t hcy gc11cr<1 tc t lH' 
Danish translation from the output of a Norwegian tagger hy snbstituting 
lemmas using a one-to-one dictionary. The outpnt of a newly constrncted 
Norwegian-to-Danish MT system is piped into an existing Da11ish pnrser 
and further processed. This approach exploits the fact that "the polyscu1y 
spectrum of many Bokmal words dosely matches the sernantics of tlw cor
responding Danish word, so different English translation cqnivaleuts cau bc 
chosen using Danish context-based discriminators". 

The first step in the system is disambiguation of lemrnas ancl PoS tag
ging. The subsequently used Norwegian-Danish one-to-one lexicon was built 
mostly automatically, by creating a monolingual automatically lcrrnnatizcd 
N orwegian corpus and regarding N orwegian as 'mis-spelled Danish ' , 11sing a 
Danish spell checker on the lemma candidates. Furtherrnore, phonctic trans
mutations for Norwegian and Danish were produced to generate hypothctical 
Danish words from Norwegian words. The presented approach resnltecl in a 
list of 226,000 lemmas with Danish translation candidates. 

After the tagger, Norwegian lemmas are substituted by Danish ones. Ad
ditionally, there is a special handling of compound nouns based on partial 
translation of words. The morphology of the two languages is not completely 
isomorphic and there are also some structural differences that are handlccl 
by a CG grammar (for exarnple, double definiteness in Norwegian which is 
solved by substitution rules). 

3.2.3 T4F 

An English-to-Swedish MT system is presented by Ahrenberg and Holmqvist 
(2005). The authors claim that even English and Swecllsh are close enough 
for what they call a 'direcť model. 

The system has been designed to support quick development of domain-
restricted machine translation. It is named T4F which is an abbreviation of 
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"Tokenization, Tagging, Transfer, Transposition and Filtering". The system 
uses a dictionary with a greedy algorithm, i.e ., the longest match is used. 
Word order is handled by transposition rules with the source word order 
being the "point of departure". Again, the authors claim for a structurally 
similar language, "the case for abstract syntactic analysis seems less con
vincing". In MT systems, they distinguish concrete objects ( sentences) and 
abstract objects (structural representation of sentences) and argue that it is 
an "unnecessary roundabout" to introduce an abstract representation for the 
purpose of creating another concrete objects which is more or less isomor
phic to the first one. To sum up, translation units in English and Swedish 
correspond and the rare structural differences are tied to lexical entries. Fur
thermore, grammatical morphemes correspond "fairly well" in numbers and 
use (a morphological variant in English corresponds only to a small number 
of morphological variants for any Swedish translation). 

There are three phases: analysis, transfer and selection. The analysis 
consists of tokenization ancl tagging. Besides inherent features, contextual 
information is assigned to the tokens too, such as the definiteness of English 
nouns. For analysis, the FDG parser of Connextor is used. 

In the transfer phase, the English tokens are considered one by one. For an 
English token e, all Swedish tokens are retrieved that are defined as possible 
translation of e and that match the inherent and contextual information of e. 
As usual, the English token is used if no Swedish translation can be found. To 
reduce the size of the set of possible translations, a filtering module is applied. 
After filtering, target sentences are derived by combining all remaining tokens 
and the alternative translation is ranked according to a bigram model. 

BLEU has been used for evaluation. As the authors claim, if system 
modules (lexical entries, rules) are obtained automatically and not revised 
carefully, the filtering and reordering rules are less applicable and as a result, 
"the burden of selection of a translation falls on the probabilistic ranking 
proced ure". 

Let us give an example of the difference between inherent and contextual 
feature, consider the following English phrase: 

(3.1) the Employees table 

The noun employees is contextually definite which is given through the 
article the in front of it. In the Swedish translation, the definiteness is an 
inherent feature of the noun which is expressed by an appended morpheme: 

(3.2) tabellen Anstallda 
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3. 3 Tur kic Languages 

For Turkic langua.ges, an experinicntal I\IT systcn1 fro111 Turkish iuto Cri11H'<lll 
Tatar has been implementecl by Altintas and Cicekli (:2002). 'T'lwy clai111 t hnt 
for languages with shared historical background nnd si11iilnr cul ture, t hcrC' is 
no need for a semantic analyzer. As inost part s oť t hc gn1111111(1r are (·011u11ou 

in both languages, the systern focuses 011 cliffcrc11ccs a t t hc u1orphc111ic l<'n'L 
thus translation from Turkish in to Cri1ncan Tat <lr is lmsic<1lly ··dis<1111higun tcd 
word-for-word translation". 

For the implementecl languagc pnir, thcrc are scvcral cntegorÍ<'s of transf<'r 
rul es: 

No change of roots or n1orphemes; no translatiou rnles are appliccl. 

Root change - only the root is changed ( nsing thc biliugual dictiorrnry ). 

Morpheme change -- the root rernains the sarne. 

Root and morpheme change is the con1bination of the previons two cnt
egon es. 

Verbs that effect its object - changing the case of thc object. 

Structures effecting previous and following words -- for cxa1nplc, if 
a morpherne is added to a verb in Turkish instead to its <lependent 
noun in Crimean Tatar. 

More than one word map to one word - a typical case of rnnltiworcl 
express1ons. 

One word maps to more than one word - a typical case of n1ultiworcl 
express1ons. 

The rules can generally be applied in any order, except for the rulcs that 
change the root. The system is implemented using finite-state tools with 
an interface written in J ava . The system outputs all possible rcsults of rule 
application and lexica l ambiguities. 

A machine translation system between Irish and Scottish Gaelic (both Insular 
Celtic/Goidelic languages) is presented by Scannell (2006). Both languages 
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are not mutually intelligible, at least in their spoken variant, but their gram
mars are very close since they have a common ancestor - 1v1iddle Irish, and 
a shared literary tradition written in the so-called Classical Gaelic ( Gaeilge 
Chlasaiceach) up through the 18th century. Historically, there was a geo
graphic continuum of dialects from the far southwest of Ireland to the north
ernmost parts of Scotland. The aim of the system is information retrieval for 
all Goidelic languages. 

There are the following modules in the system: 

1. Irish standardization, 

2. POS tagging, stemming, and chunking, 

3. Word sense disambiguation, 

4. Syntactic transfer, 

5. Lexical transfer, 

6. Scottish post-processing. 

It is noteworthy that the input is normalized before being translated since 
the orthography of processed texts may differ. It is obvious that one cannot 
use statistical MT methods for these languages since there are no suitable 
corpora available. However, the differences between the two languages are 
comparatively small, thus chunking is believed to be sufficient in most cases. 
Formally, the result of the chunker may be seen as a parse tree of depth one. 
Due to the syntactic closeness of both languages, the biggest translation 
problem occurs at the semantic level; therefore, a word sense disambiguation 
is an integral part of the system. 

A specific feature of the Insular Celtic languages is the initial mutation 
of consonants which mostly has grammatical meaning. For example, the 
Irish word céad can mean "first" or "one hundred" and precedes the noun it 
modifies in each case. However, when it means "first" then it causes lenition 
of the modified noun. This kind of grammatical change is very important for 
the disambiguation. 

Syntactic transfer is a necessary part of the system due to periphrastic 
constructions which are present only in one language. For example, there is 
no structurally equal analogue of the present Irish verb in Scottish. So the 
phrase {bh)f eiceann tú "you see" is translated as tha thu a jaicinn "you are a 
seeing" in Scottish. In a case like this, the chunker has to identify the subject 
noun phrase. 
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deforn1atter - --- n1orphologicnl Hnaly~cr 

l 
rnorphological disarnhigun tor 

l 
structural and lexicnl trHnsfcr 

l 
morphological genera.tor 

l 
post-generator ----- rcfon11attcr 

Figure 3.2: Architecture of the shallow-transfer l\lT systern Ap('rtiu111 

The rules are transformed into a finite state recognizer which can be 
compiled for fast matching against the tagged and chunked input strearn. 
In the current version, there are less than 100 transfer rules. Their nurnber 
is expected to grow rapidly as new rules for handling aclditional 111ultiword 
expressions will be added. 

The prevalent part (903) of the lexicon has been extracted automatically 
from two electronic dictionaries - Irish-English and Scot tish-English. 

Finally, there is a post-processing phase performing local corrections (such 
as incorrect initial mutation) which is based on the Gramadóir gramrnar 
checker. 

3.5 Romance Languages 

3.5.1 Apertiurn 

For the Romance languages of Spain, the Apertillm system has been imple
mented ( Corbi-Bellot et al., 2005). The system is largely based on the olcler 
MT systems interNOSTRUM (Forcada et al., 2001) and Tradutor Univer
sia 1 . The authors claim that a word-to-word translation may give an ade
quate translation of 75% of the text. The system uses the shallow-transfer 
approach. Open source data are available for a number of language pairs. 

1http://tradutor.universia.net 
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The system consists of the following modules: 

1. The de-formatter converts the source text from a format such as HT1v1L 
or RTF to an internal format with tags . 

2. The morphological analyzer delivers lemmas and morphological tags 
for source word forms. 

3. The output of the morphological analyzer is disambiguated by the sub
sequent tagger (reportedly, about 303 of word f orms are morphologi
cally ambiguous in Romance languages) . 

4. The lexical transfer module is used from within the structural transfer 
module. The dictionary contains one translation for each entry which 
is a source lemma or a multiword expression. 

5. The structural transfer module uses finite-state pattern matching to 
detect fixed-length patterns of lemmas to handle grammatical diver
gences between both languages (the matching strategy is left-to-right, 
longest match). 

6. The morphological generator produces inflected forms for target lem
mas and tags. 

7. The post-generator adapts the surface representation of the translation, 
e.g., rne "to me" and o "it/him" in Portuguese is contracted to rno etc. 

8. Finally, the re-formatter restores the original input format (HTML, 
RTF etc.). 

It is also claimed that this architecture be suitable even for pairs of distant 
languages, such as Spanish-Basque, which is a language pair intended to be 
implemented within Apertium. For this language pair, a deeper-transfer 
architecture is being designed. 

Because of the morphological ambiguity, a tagger has been prepended 
before the transfer. The dictionaries contain single equivalents as well as 
multiword expressions. Transfer rules, which handle, for example, the rear
rangement of clitic pronouns, have the form pattern-action, and there are 
approx. 90 of them. The system is able to process about 5,000 words per 
second. 

Machine translation from Portuguese into Spanish within Apertium was 
implemented by Armentano-Oller et al. (2006). The system is able to recog
nize 9, 700 Protuguese lemmas and to generate the same amount of Spanish 
lemmas. The bilingual dictionary contains 9,100 lemma-to-lemma pairs. 
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Chapter 4 

Free-rides in Baltic and Slavie 
Languages 

The experience from the field of lVIT between closely rclatccl languagcs prc
sented in the previous sections shows that i t is useful to classify the langnHgc 
similarity in several categories. We distinguish typological, rnorphological, 
syntactic, and lexical similarity. In the following , we discuss these categories 
from the viewpoint of machine translation. 

4.1 Typological Similarity 

The first type of similarity is probably, for our purposes, the most significant 
one. If both the source and target language are of different language types, 
it is more difficult to obtain good translation quality. Features like word 
order, the existence or non-existence of articles, different temporal systen1 
and similar discrepancies have direct consequences for translation quality. 

Let us take Czech and Macedonian as an example of a pair of languages 
which belong to one language family but differ typologically. Both languages 
have rich verbal inflection and a high degree of word order freedom, thus it 
is mostly not necessary to change the word order at the verbal level. On the 
other hand, Macedonian has virtually no nominal declension. 

For example, both (4.1) and (4.3) mean approximately "My brother read 
a/the book". 

(4.1) Můj bratr četl 

my-MASC,SG,NOM brother-MASC,SG,NOM read-LPART,MASC,SG 
knihil 
book-FEM,SG,ACC 

"My brother read a boo k." ( Cze) 
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( 4.2) Bpam Mtl fllumawe 'K?-lu2a 

brother-MASC,SG me-DAT read-3SG,PAST book-FEM,SG 

"My brother read a book." (l\1ac) 

( 4.3) Knihu četl 
o • 

mu] 

book-FEM,SG,ACC read-LPART,MASC,SG my-MASC,SG,NOM 

bratr 
brother-MASC,SG,NOM 

"The book has been read by my brother." ( Cze) 

( 4.4) K ?-lu2ama Ja ftlumawe 6pam Mu 

book-FEM,SG her-ACC read-3SG,PAST brother-MASC,SG me-DAT 

"The book has been read by my brother." (Mac) 

What these sentences differ in is the information structure. ( 4.1) should 
be translated as "My brother read a book", whereas (4.3) means in fact "The 
book has been read by my brother". The category of voice differs in both 
sentences because of the strict word order in English, although in both Czech 
equivalents, active voice is used. We see that in the Macedonian translation, 
the word order is exactly the same. 

4.2 Syntactic Similarity 

Syntactic similarity is also very important, in particular at the verbal level. 
The differences in verbal valency have negative influence on the quality of 
translation due to the fact that the transfer requires a large scale valence lex
icon for both languages which is extremely costly to produce. The syntactic 
structure of smaller constituents, such as noun and prepositional phrases, is 
not that important because it is much easier to analyze those constituents 
syntactically using a shallow syntactic analysis and thus it is simpler to adapt 
the syntactic structure of a target sentence locally. 

For related languages, the word order of the source sentence is usually 
preserved, although sometimes it is necessary to change the local word order. 
For example, in Lithuanian, noun phrases with a genitive attribute: 

(4.5) bratr otce 
* brolis tevo 

"father's brother" ( correctly: tévo brolis) 
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4.2.1 Syntactic U nderspecificatio11 

In shallow syntactic ct.nalysis, only so111c clcp('11clencies in t hc scut('llC(' are dll

alyzed, mostly those in sn1allcr ccn1stitucnts, such ns 11ol111 c111d pn'positio1wl 
phrases. Such clependencics shonlcl bc snfficicut ill inost ca ses iu t ransla t ion 
between closely related languagcs as ouc ca11 rdy on fre('-rid('s <lt th(' \~('rhal 

level, although the valence ren1ains a hugc proble1n. 

Let us have a look at exarnple ( --!.6). Dependcncies a1rnlyzccl hy t hc sbal
low parser are expressed by the solicl line , not rccognized ·clcepcr' depe11dc11-
cies by the dotted line. 

( 4.6) Iš tolo rnatornas narnas 

from far visible-MASC,SG,NOM housc-l\1J\SC ,SG,NOM 

miško pakraJftyje. 
forest-MASC, SG, GEN border- MASC, SG, LOC 

"a/the from far visible house at the borcler of the vvoocl '~ (Lit) 

• 

/ • 
/: 

• 
/: 

e I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 

iš tolo matomas namas 

• /: 
. / I 

I 

I 
I 

miško 

I 

I 

pakraštyje 

In the Czech source sentence, the word order of constituents is very sirnilar 
to ( 4.6). The only difference is in the translation of iš to lo (in Czech zdaleka) 
and the word order in the NP rniško pakraštyje (genitive attributes follow 

the governing noun in Czech). 
Omitted dependencies ( dotted lines in ( 4.6)) can be consi<lered to be syn

tactically underspecified. The syntactic structure of a sentence built by a 
shallow parser is incomplete and could be optionally extended by a subse

quent module. 
A serious problem for NLP of languages with rich inflection represents 

the so-called non-projectivity. In these languages, non-projective sentences 
are still understandable because the word or<ler ( at the level of actants) has 
almost no grammatical meaning. For example, approx. 23% sentences in 
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the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2001) are non-projective , as 
reported by Zeman (2004). In the implementation of our system, we do not 
consider non-projectivity since both languages in our language pairs use the 
similar types of non-projective dependencies. 

For example, the syntactic structure in (4.7), a non-projective Lithuanian 
sentence, is the same as the structure of its Czech translation. 

( 4. 7) Šiq knygq pradésiu skaityti 
this-FEM,SG,ACC book-FEM,SG,ACC start-lSG,FUT read-INF 
ryt oj. 
tomorrow 

"I will start to read this book tomorroV\r." (Lit) 

. : : . 

I 
· .. ··. ··. 

· ··· ... 
·· .. . 

. : . ·· · .... 
I I 

.. . ··· .·· r 
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In ( 4. 7), only one gap ( discontinuity) occurs. The Czech translation has 
exactly the same syntactic structure. Nevertheless there are sentences with 
more gaps and the amount of gaps is theoretically unrestricted (Kuboň, 
2001). In such sentences, the high degree of non-pro j ecti vity is often caused 
by two or more verbs ( e.g., a finite verb and its infinitival complement) with 
rich valence frames and contextually affected order of actants. In (4.8) (a 
slightly modified version of an example from (Kuboň, 2001)), for example, 
three gaps occur ( see the corresponding syntactic tree ( 4. 9)). 

( 4.8) Tu knihu Jsem se rnu 
this-FEM,SG,ACC book-FEM,SG,ACC am refl-ACC him-DAT 
rozhodl dát později. 

decided-LPART,MASC,SG give-INF later 

"I decided to give him the book later." ( Cze) 
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Tvvo gaps are built by nnxilinry (s.\·11sc111<:l11tic) \\·ords. in pnrtic11L1r j"cn1 
"I-am" and se, which is a reficxi\·e pnn101111. I11 the Litl11wnia11 tra11slc1tio11. 
there woulcl be only one gap~ co11tnini11g tbe finitc fon11 ur~hodl "dccidc<ť~. 

because both past tense ancl reflexivity nrc cxprcssed s.'dlt hctic<:dly in Lit hun
nian. We see that from the vicwpoint of shallovv parsing. s~r 11t hct ic 1H11g1 wgcs 
are easier to analyze, as n1ore linguistic catcgorics are ('XIH'CSS('d nt t hc levd 
of morphology. 
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4.3 Morphological Similarity 

Morphological similarity means similar structure of morphological hierarchy 
and paradigms such as case system, verbal system etc. In our unclerstanding, 
Baltic and Slavie languages (except for Bulgarian and lVIacedonian) have a 
similar case system and their verbal systems are quite similar as well. Sorne 
problems are caused by synthetic forms which have to be expressed hy ana
lytical constructions in other languages ( e.g., fu ture tense or conjnnctive in 
Czech and Lithuanian and vice versa). The differences in morphology can be 
relatively easily overcome by the exploitation of a full-fledgecl rnorphological 
module for both languages of the language pair. 

Similar morphological systems simplify the transfer. For exarnple, Slavie 
languages ( exeept for Bulgarian and Macedonian) have 6- 7 cases. The case 
systen1 of Baltic languages is very sirnilar although it has been formally re
duced in Latvian. Ambrazas (1996) gives seven cases for Lithuanian but 
there are in faet at least eight cases in the language (Vlaclarskiene, 2003). 
N evertheless, the case systems of Slavie ancl Baltic languages are very similar 
which makes the languages elosely related even aeross the border of different 
language groups. 

Significant differences occur only in the verbal system, Baltic languages 
have a huge amount of participles and half-participles that have no direct 
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counterpart in Czech. For example, the Lithuanian translation of an example 
by Gamut (1991) is given in (4.10): 

(4.10) Gimé vaikas) 
was-born-3SG child-MASC,SG,NOM 

valdy.siantis pas a ul i 
rule-PART ,ACT ,FUT ,MASC,SG ,NOM world-MASC,SG,ACC 

"A child was born which would/will rule the world." (Lit) 

The participle valdy.siantis "which will rule" is used instead of an embed
ded sentence because Lithuanian has future participles. These participles 
have to be expressed by an embedded sentence in the contemporary Slavie 
languages. 

4.4 Lexical Similarity 

Lexical similarity does not mean that the vocabulary has to have the same 
origin, i.e., that words ha ve to be created from the same (proto-)stem. What 
is import ant for shallow MT ( and for MT in general) is semantic correspon
dence (preferably a one-to-one relation). 

Lexical similarity is the least significant one from the viewpoint of MT 
since lexical differences are comparatively easily solved in the glossaries and 
general dictionaries. 

N onetheless there may be a need to extend the dictionaries by morpho
logical information. Even for the language pair Czech-Slovak, there are some 
nouns that have different gender in both languages. For example, the Slovak 
translation of the Czech word požadavek-MASC "requirement" is požiadavka
FEM. This difference can be handled in the dictionary during the lexical 
transfer. In this phase, the target lemma is added to the corresponding fea
ture structure and its gender is changed to the correct one. However, it is 
obvious that such changes of morphological properties can break agreement 
within a phrase if there is an agreement in the changed attribute between a 
head and its dependant, as in the following example ( the correct translation 
- with the correct agreement - is given in brackets): 

(4.11) nový-MASC požadavek-MASC 
*nový-MASC požiadavka-FEM 

"a/the new request" (nová požiadavka) 

This is why another task of the transfer module is to modify morphological 
categories of dependants of translated items to preserve agreement. Another 
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example ( frorn Polish) is the agrceuient in cc1sc l H't\\·cc11 pre'pos1 t ions <111d 

their governing nouns (this ca.se is in oppositio11 with tlic prc\·ious onc. HS 

during the lexical transfer, thc ca~c is changcd in the fen ture structun' of t he 
head while in the previous exa111plc, a clcpcnclant \\·as cluu1gcd): 

( 4 .12) pro-ACC Joann1l-ACC 

*dla-GEN Joann~-ACC 

''for Joanna" (dla Joanny) 

So we see that the lexical transfer also includcs ndapting inorphological 

features gaining the necessary inforn1ation for the clictionary. ()u tlw ot lH'r 

hand, the structural transfer only operates at the levcl of ( rnorpho )syntax. 
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Chapter 5 

Syntactic Relationships in 
Baltic and Slavie Languages 

The previous chapter sketched the most important similarities between Baltic 
and Slavie languages at various levels of linguist ic description. In this chapter, 
we attempt to present the rnost significant differences in the structure of noun 
and prepositional phrases and in verbal phrases. 

5.1 The Morphosyntax of Baltic and Slavie 
Noun Phrases 

Noun phrases (NPs) are basic building blocks of complements and adjuncts 
of predicates. The core of a prototypical NP is a noun, possibly extended, 
modified or restricted with complements and/or adjuncts. Of course, the core 
of an NP can be any language unit with nominal properties, such as certain 
kinds of pronouns, an adjective, infinite verb forms (infinitive, participle, 
quasi-participle etc .), an embedded sentence or a coordination of these. The 
structure of NPs is generally recursive, i.e., NPs may consist of simpler NPs or 
phrases that involve other NPs. According to Mayerthaler et al. (1998), nouns 
are universal wit h respect to the universal grammar, however the internal 
structure of NPs is language specific . In some languages, NPs may even be 
non-projective, especially in questions with an interrogative pronoun or in the 
case of topicalisation or dislocation, as in the following Polish and German 
examples, respectively: 

( 5 .1) J akq kupiles ksiqikr;? 
which-FEM,SG,ACC buy-LPART,MASC,SG,2SG book-FEM,SG,ACC 

"Which book did you buy?" (Pol) 
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(5.2) fhrs che habe ich k('ine 
deer-1\!IASC,PL,ACC havc-lSC,PRES I-NOf\I 11011e-PL.A( 'C 

gesehen. 
seen-PART ,PAST 

"I h d " (G ) ave seen no ecrs. er 

NPs may also be predicative, for exn111plc in n ussiau, nit ho11gh t his is 
diachronically only an eff ect of the dli psis of the copnla ( e. g., íl us 1\la u w 

- e2o cecmpa "Maša is his sister" or Y AičL<tl'll npc?-i.:pac1t,'l>tc ;, .11,a :w , "~Iašn 

has beautiful eyes"). l\/Ioreover, NP s can huild 11ou1irwl sc11tc11C('s, such <ls 

headlines of newspaper articles or shortencd ansvvcrs to an wh-qnestion. 
NPs may be modified by prepositions to bnild prcpositionnl phrnses (PP). 

Such a modification traditionally changes the catcgory of the phrasc\ Hl
though a simple cross-linguistic cornparative analysis shows that NPs nrc 
often represented by PPs in another language and vice vcrsa. In so1nc cn.scs, 
this correspondence between NPs and PPs may bc observecl vvithin onc la11-
guage. For example, the Lithuanian illative can be exprcsscd by a PP with 
the preposition i "into". Sometimes, the corcsponclcncc bctwcen fonn ancl 
function is not straightforward, there may be splits arHl joins. For cxarnple, 
from the diachronie point of view, the Lithuanian allative, i.e., a bare ca.se , 
can be expressed by a PP with the preposition prie or pas, dcpending on tbc 
animacity of the NP, as presented in the following examples: 

(5.3) miškan 
forest-MASC,SG,ILL 

"in to the forest" (Lit) 

--t '? rni,5kq 
into forest-MASC,SG,ACC 

(5.4) miškop --t prze miško 
forest-MASC,SG,ALL towards forest-MASC,SG,GEN 

"towards the forest" (Lit) 

(5.5) tévop 
father-MASC,SG,ALL 

"to the father" (Lit) 

--t pas tévq 
to father-MASC,SG,ACC 

Moreover, the same case of ambiguity can be observed for adessive . Thus 
the bare cases leave animacity underspecified whereas the semantically equiv
alent PPs leave directionality underspecified. 

It has already been shown by Kurylowicz (1949) that prepositions which 
modify an NP show an affinity to the category of case. There is also other 
evidence that a PP often acts exactly in the same way as an NP. In Lower 
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Sorbian, for exarnple, which lacks phonological length of vowels, accusative 
and instrumental of the noun mama "mother" collapsed in the form mam1l. 

Nevertheless, in the context of a sentence there is usually no ambiguity since 
the instrumental is always used with a preposition ( mostly z "with") and on 
the other band, the preposition z cannot be used with an accusative. In 
our parser, prepositions depend on the NP without changing the category of 
the resulting constituent, i.e., the noun/prepositional phrase in the following 
sentences gets the same categorial status (namely NP) after having been 
processed by the parser: 

(5.6) Bydlím v centru. 
live-lSG,PRES lil center-NEUT,SG,LOC 

"I li ve in the center." ( Cze) 

(5.7) Gyvenu centre. 
live-lSG,PRES center-MASC,SG,LOC 

"I li ve in the center." (Lit) 

5.1.1 Morphosyntactic Categories of Noun Phrases 

In general, syntactic theories distinguish morphological and structural ( ab
stract) morphosyntactic categories. In the generative grammar (for configu
rational languages such as English or French), all NPs get assigned a case. 
This assignment depends on the surrounding context, i.e., the grammatical 
function of the NP in its governor's phrase. Many languages, on the other 
hand, have declension with an inherent category of case, i.e., the case is 
expressed by a specific bound morphem or in a similar way. 

The Category of Case 

All Baltic and Slavie languages, except for Bulgarian and Macedonian, have 
inherent cases of nouns, adjectives and some pronouns and nurnerals. Bul
garian and l'viacedonian have lost the nominal inflection as a result of their 
membership to the Balkan language union, i.e., through the influence of ad
jacent non-Slavie languages. 

As for the morphosyntactic alignment , the languages we are examining 
belong to the nominative-accusative group. Nevertheless, Lithuanian shows 
an affinity to the antiergative system (cf. (Mayerthaler et al., 1998) for a 
more detailed explanation) which is thought to be a Finno-Ugric influence. 
Thus a typical impersonal sentence looks as follows: 
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( 5 . 8) Š i q n akt rn a torna r n < ~ n u I i s. 
tonight is-visible-NECT 1110011-1\I :\SC.SC.NO!\l 

"The moon is visible tonight. „ (Lit ) 

In the example above , rn énviis "1110011~· is the pnticnt of thc verb nwtyti 

"to see". The use of nominative is obligatory~ tbc nccusati\T (\\·hid1 would 
be used in Slavie language) appears only in so111e dic1lects (Zi11kcvih11s. lDD·t 
1998). 

Slavie languages with norninal inficction havr G 7 cascs , Latvia11 h <:1s fivc 
cases (Forssman, 2001) , Lithuanian eight ( incl. illative 'Arhich is co11tc'111pornr
ily productive (Vladarskiene, 2003) ). T\Iaceclonian ancl I311lgari<111 use aunl~·t 

ical constructions to express gramn1atical fnnctio11s of NPs in VPs, uwinly 
prepositions and/ or clitical hcacl-rnarking prononus. Tbc followiug exa111plc 
illustrates how a direct object can be exprcsscd in l\lacccloniau: 

(5.9) Jac Ja eudaM Mapu.ja 
1-NOM her-ACC see-lSG,PRES Mary 

"I am seeing Mary." ( J\!Iac) 

This example shows how the J\!Iaceclonian NP Map'Uja gets assigned a 
structural case, namely the accusative which is exprcssing tha.t it is a dircct 
object. It is noteworthy that only definite direct objccts are rnarked at the 
verb. In the above example, Mapuja is a proper noun ancl thcrcforc dcfinite 
although no definite article is used. 

Similarly, indirect obj ects are marked by a cli ti cal pronoun ( if clcfini tc or 
specific) and a PP: 

(5.10) MY pex;aM ria Crnoja'J--l ... 
him-DAT say-lsc,PRES on Stojan 

"I am saying to Stojan ... " (Mac) 

If both the direct and indirect object occur in the sentence, both clitical 
pronouns precede the verb: 

( 5 .11) .MY Ja dadoe KHU2a'ma Ha 
him-DAT her-ACC gave-lSG,PAST book-FEM,SG,DEF on 

6pam .MU 

brother-MASC,SG me-DAT 

"I gave the book to my brother." (Mac) 
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Thus we see that the "case" marker (a personal pronoun with an inher
ent case) is attached proclitically to the verb whereas the noun which has 
the function of object has no inherent case. This configuration allows for 
preserving free word order in some cases. 

In Bulgarian, the assignment of structural cases is very similar. Neverthe
less, whereas in Macedonian, the object doubling is obligatory, Bulgarian uses 
the pronomina! marker to indicate a marked word order, e.g., topicalization 
of the object, as the following examples show: 

( 5.12) Haa1-l o6urtta Mapu.R 
Ivan love-3SG,PRES Mary 

"Ivan loves Mary." (Bul) 

(5.13) Mapu.R .fl o6urtta Haa?-l 
lVIary her-ACC love-3SG,PRES Ivan 

"Mary, Ivan loves." (Bul) 

This difference between the two languages causes some sentences that are 
structurally ambiguous in Macedonian to be clearly expressed in Bulgarian. 

5.1.2 The Category of Definiteness 

The category of definiteness, according to l\1ayerthaler et al. (1998), belongs 
to the universa! grammar. However, there are different means how to ex
press this category. Baltic and Slavie languages have no articles, except for 
Bulgarian and lVIacedonian which have a definite article. 

\Ve can identify the following values of the category of definiteness: 

definite Definite nouns are known to both the speaker and the listener. 

(5.14) Kreml je sídlem 
Kreml-MASC,SG,NOM is residence-NEUT,SG,INS 

ruského prezidenta. 
Russian-MASC,SG,GEN president-MASC,SG,GEN 

''The Kreml is the residence of the Russian president." (Cze) 

indefinite (specific) Indefinite specific objects are known to the speaker. 

(5.15) Včera Jsem potkal jednoho 
am meet-LPART,MASC,SG one-MASC,SG,ACC Yesterday 

kamaráda. 
friend-MASC,SG,ACC 

"Yesterday, I met a friend of mine." (Cze) 
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indefinite (non-specific) Indcfinite 11011-:..;pccific ohject:--; <lrc 1111k110\\·11 a11d 

introd ucecl a.t speec h tirne. 

(5.16) Včera JSetn nn.~el no 
Yesterday an1 found-LPA lrI ' J \1 1\SC, se on 

zern i prst/}ne k. 
ground-FEM ,SG, LOC i·i11g-f\I 1\SC,SC, Acc; 

"Yesterday, I f ound a ring on the gro und. ,. ( Cze) 

Specificity is usually not expressccl explici t l:y cxccpt, for cx<u11 ple. for 
Macedonian as in the following exan1plc frorn (Fricdn1nn, 200 l ): 

(5.17) Bapaa 

look-for-lSG' PAST 

1-lajooe. 

found-lSG,PAST 

ed1-la .M, ap'ťt:a ,, uo ? u: 

one-FEM stan1p-FEM,SG bnt NE(; 

"I was looking for a stamp but I did not find any. „ (I\Iac) 

( 5.18) Bapae ed?--la MapK;a) uo 1 w .Ja 

look-for-lSG,PAST one-FEM stamp-FErv1,SG but NEG her-ACC 

1-lajooe. 

found-lSG,PAST 

"I was looking for a stamp but I did not find it." (l\1ac) 

ln Baltic and Slavie languages, the definiteness is refiectecl 1norpholog
ically at the adjective. The so called short (norninal) forrns are inclefinite 
whereas the long (pronomina!) forms express definiteness. Thus in Lithua
nian, for example, there is a semantic difference between rnažas "a s1nall" and 
mažasis "the small". 

5.1.3 Adjectival Agreeing Attributes 

An NP can be modified by an adjective. In languages with acljectival n,ncl 
nominal case infiection, the adjective has to agree with its governor in gencler, 
number and case. Among the languages we are investigating, only Bulgarian 
and l\1acedonian do not have cases, however the adjectives still agree with 
their governors in gender and number. 

In unmarked phrases, adjectives precede their governors, except for Polish 
where, for example, collocations ( e.g., szkola handlowa "business school") 
may have postponed adjectives. Otherwise, adjectives may be postponed to 
express emphasis. Given such a word order, the determiner (or a preposition) 
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may be repeated to express the dependency relation ( e.g., LSor twój dam 
twój wóséojski "your father's house", Rus y 6pama y cmaptue20 "at the elder 
brother" ) . In the case of prepositional phrases we observe a parallel relation 
between the inherent case of a noun and the preposition as described by 
Kurylowicz (1949). 

Adjectives may also carry additional information, for example, the cat
egory of definitness as in Latvian and Lithuanian (cf. baltas vs. baltasis "a 
white/the white"). 

The rules for handling adjectives as agreeing attributes of a noun are 
schematically defined as follows: 

N' --t A N', j CASE ==1 CASE, j GENDER ==1 GENDER, j NUMBER ==1 
NUMBER, j ADJ 3 l 

N' --t N' A, j CASE ==1 CASE, j GENDER ==l GENDER, j NUMBER ==1 
NUMBER, j ADJ 3 l 

5.1.4 Non-agreeing Genitive Attributes 

In Slavie languages, genitive attributes follow its governor in unmarked cases, 
whereas in Baltic languages, they precede the governing noun. Genitive 
possessive attributes have to be distinguished from partitive attributes that 
follow its governor, for example: 

(5.19) stikliné pieno 
glass-FEM,SG,NOM milk-MASC,SG,GEN 

"a glass of milk" (Lit) 

Sometimes, a prepositional phrase can be used to express possessivity, for 
example: 

(5.20) žeňska wót mójogo bratša 
wife-FEM,SG,NOM from my-MASC,SG,GEN brother-MASC,SG,GEN 

"my brother's wife" (LSor) 

Macedonian uses only prepositional phrases to express possessivity, for 
example: 

(5.21) npe3ude?-lmom ?-la Mar;;edo?-luja 
president-MASC,SG,DEF on Niacedonia-FEM 

"the president of Macedonia" (Mac) 

However, partitivity is expressed without a preposition, i.e., only by 
means of word order (in combination with the semantic characteristics): 
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( 5. 22) rtla1ua Goda 
glass-FEM,SG \VH.ter-FEt\I ,se 

"a glass of water" (~Iac) 

Nouns usually govern only 011c genitive <:lttribntc (,\·liid1 howc\·cr. Cčlll hc 

modified by another genitive a t tri bu tc n'cnrsi \'cl.Y). Ho\\·cver. t lwrc ca u 1 w 
more of them in marked cases, clS in th(' followi11g cxa111plc: 

(5.23) královna krásy Cesk(~ 

queen-FEM,SG, NOM l)eat1ty-FEM ,se, c~EN Cz('c·l1-FEf\I ,se; ,c; EN 

rep ~abliky 

republic-FEM, se, GEN 

"Miss of the Czech Republic" ( Czc) 

This example can be explained by the fa,ct that thc 1101111 phrase 7':nílouna 
krásy is a semantically tight ·word group -- a collocation, which acts i11 t hc 
NP as an atomic unit. 

Deverbal nouns may use noun phrases in genitive to exprcss thc suhject or 
the object of the underlying process. Such constrnctions are oftcn a111big11ons, 
for example: 

(5.24) podpora otce/dětí 
support-FEM,SG,NOM father-MASC,SG,GEN / childrcn-NEl T, PL,GEN 

"support of the father / children" ( Cze) 

The rules for handling genitive attributes of a nonn are schernatically 
defined as f ollows: 

N'-+ NN', l CASE ==genitive, I GEN-ATTR 31 (Baltic) 
N'-+ N' N, l CASE == genit,ive, I GEN-ATTR 31 (Slavie) 

5.1.5 Prepositional Phrases as Attributes 

Prepositional phrases can generally modify nouns as well as verbs. In this 
subsection we only consider prepositional phrases as attributes of nouns. 

A special use of prepositions can be observed in Bulgarian and Macedo

nian in connection with verb phrases introduced by the particle iJa. These 
constructions are a solution of the fact that these two languages do not have 

infinitive as a distinct verb form. 

(5.25) 6e3 da npuiJew 
without that come-2SG,PRES 

"without you coming" (l\1ac) 
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The rules for handling prepositional phrases as attributes of a noun are 
defined as follows: 

N' -t PP N', T PREP-ADJ 31 
N' -t N' PP, T PREP-ADJ 31 

5.1.6 Appositions 

There are two types of appositions, tight (e.g., (5.26)) and loose (e.g., (5.27)): 

(5.26) teta Jana 
aunt-FEM,SG,NOM Jane-NOM 

"aunt Jane" (Cze) 

(5.27) múj soused, 
my-MASC,SG,NOM neighbour-MASC,SG,NOM 

ředitel základní 
director-MASC,SG ,NOM elementary-FEM,SG 'GEN 
školy 
school-FEM,SG,GEN 

"my neighbour, the director of the elementary school" ( Cze) 

According to Eroms (2000), tight appositions are a special attribute type 
and the apposition may be prenominal or postnominal. Both the apposi
tion and its head are inflected and agree in case. Moreover, Latvian and 
Lithuanian use non-agreeing genitive prenominal appositions , for example: 

(5.28) Lietuvos respublika 
Lithuania-FEM ,SG' GEN republic-FEM,SG, NOM 

"Republic of Lithuania" (Lit) 

In the syntactic representation, this kind of apposition is equal to genitive 
attributes. Slavie languages use an agreeing tight apposition or an adjective 
instead, i.e., Litevská republika or Republika Litva "Republic of Lithuania". 

According to Eroms (2000), loose appositions are comparatively indepen
dent modifiers of nouns or pronouns. They are similar to a parenthesis but 
they do not include a finite verb. Loose appositions are always postnominal. 
They can be also introduced by a conjunction, e.g., jako "as" in Czech, for 
example: 
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(5.29) Já jako 
I-NOlVI as 

vse'm. 

everything-LOC 

oedouc( ro ::hoduji o 
director-1\IASC.SC.NO!\I dccidc- ls(;.PHES <lhout 

"As a director, I cleciclc nbout eYcryt hi11g. „ ( Czc) 

Like 'normal' appositions, such constructions are sy11tnctic<dly lousc \\·ith 

regard to the sentence context thE.y occnr in. 

5.2 The Morphosyntax in Baltic and Slavie 
Verb Phrases 

Verb phrases represent a higher level of syntax and tlwre is <llso gn_'<l t<'r clif
ference between surface and deep syntax a.s cornparccl to uorninc1l and prepo

sitional phrases. What is extrernely import ant is tbc cliffcrcnt H'c1liza tion 
across Baltic and Slavie langnages. 

The following sections describe the vcrbal phrases in 13altic and Slavie 

languages with focus on their language specific rcalization. 

5.2.1 Morphosyntactic Properties of Verb Phrases 

The Category of Tense 

Each process expressed by a verb contains a time factor. Thc ter11poral 
classification gets expressed by the grammatical category of tense. There are~ 

three temporal dimensions. All events that happencd before thc spccch tirne 

are past events, all events that are happening cluring the specch tirne are 
present events and events that will happen after the speech tirne are fnture 

events. These three stages, called absolute, are always relative to the speech 

time. 
Matrix sentences are usually formulatecl relatively to the speech tin1e 

whereas processes in embedded sentences are temporally relative to the ma

trix sentence or to the superordinated embeddecl sentence. In such a case, 
we speak about relative temporal stages that express ant riority, contempo

raneity and posteriority. 
To express the complex relationship between temporality (at the sernantic 

level) and the grammatical category of tense, one has to consider, besiclcs the 

absolute and relative stages, the viewpoint of the speaker. Depending on the 
division of the time axis, provided by the speaker, one distinguishes between 
speech time, reference time and event time. The event time is the time point 
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or interval the reported process happens at. The reference time is the time 
point which is being reported about. For example, in the following Lower 
Sorbian sentence, one can distinguish, from the viewpoint of the speaker, 
three temporal dimensions: 

(5.30) Tam se lětosa kulki razili 
there REFL this-year potatoes-FEM,PL,Norvr succeed-LPART,PL 

n1e1su. 
are-not-3PL 'PRES 

"Potatoes did not grow well there this year.'' (Lsor) 

• Speech time: now, 

• Reference time: a past process, specified through the temporal adverb 
lětosa, 

• Event time: the growing of the potatoes took place before looking at 
the process. 

In the following, we give an overview of the most common tenses in Baltic 
and Slavie languages (the classification is based on (Starosta, 1992) and gen
eralized to other researched languages). 

Actual present Event, reference and speech time collapse at the present 
time point. Optionally, the actual present may be specified by adjuncts 
such as now, even etc. This tense may also describe processes that have 
begun in the past and continue to be active after the speech time. It 
can be built only with imperfective verbs and is not substitutable by 
any other tense. 

Future present Both event and reference time are equal and follow the 
speech time. If the verb is imperfective, temporal adjuncts have to 
modify the event time. 

Past present If speech and reference time are equal and follow the event 
time, and if the event time is close to the speech time or the result 
of the process is still relevant in the speech time, then one can use a 
present form instead of the perfect. If event and reference time are 
equal and followed by the speech time, then one can use a present 
instead of past forms. Such use is called historical present and it is 
a part of a functional style. If a past matrix sentence is followed by 
an embedded sentence with a distinct process, then the tense of the 
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embedded sentence depcncls 011 tbc t('tllpond rdeltionship lwt \\'('<'ll hot li 
processet>. If thcy are pnrnlld. prcscnt or pelst fonu~ 111<l~· hc l l~cd ( oť 

irnperfective verbs). If the en1heddccl proccss is gcucrnl HS for t('llS('. 01H' 

has to use present fonns ( of bot h aspects). If t lic c111h('ddcd sc11t('I1n' 
expresses an expectation. a \Vish, n co111111<111d ('tc .. pres<'nt <utd futur<' 
forms may be uscd. 

General ( atemporal) present Spccch aucl rcfcrcuc(' ti111c Hn' equal <111d 

they are integrated in the event tirne, i.(' . , thc event hrne is uuspccifi('d. 

Perf ect Tense 

In Slavie languages, the most cornmon past tcnsc pat tcrn is t hc 01H' wi t h <lll 

l-participle and an auxiliary be. In Cornn1on Slavie, it was thc ouly co111po11nd 
past tense with a resultative (perfect) rncaning, ncverthclcss it dcvdopccl to 
a universa! past expression in rnost of the languages ( aftcr thc: loss of si111plc 
past tenses). Bulgarian and Macedonian havc rcanalyzccl this pattcrn to <l 

new verbal category, the so-called re-narrative. 
A couple of examples: 

(5.31) Mojca Je pn:šla 
Mojca-NOM be-3SG,PRES com -LPART,FEM,SG 

"Mojca has come." (Slo) 

(5.32) Hamawa npuuuia 
Nataša-NOM come-LPART,FEM,SG 

"Nataša has come." (Rus) 

In example (5.32), the auxiliary is omitted, as it is usnal in n ,ussian. 
The absence of a finite verb in the Russian construction is the rcason for 
the obligatory presence of the subject if it is expressed by a pronoun, as in 
examples (5.33) and (5.34): 

(5.33) prišel sem 
come-LPART,MASC,SG am-lSG,PRES 

"I have come." (Slo) 

( 5.34) .R npuweA 
I-NOM come-LPART,MASC,SG 

"I have come." (Rus) 

In Polish, the pattern is, in principle, the same, but the auxiliary is at
tached to an accented word ( usually to the participle itself): 
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(5.35) przyszla -rn 
come-LPART,FEM,SG am-lSG,PRES 

"I have come." (Pol) 

There are more possibilities if the subject is present at the surface level: 
ja przyszla-m vs. ja-rn przyszla. 

In some Slavie languages, the auxiliary is omitted in the third person, 
for example Czech J.á jsem přišel "I can1e" but on přišel "he came" vs. Lower 
Sorbian wón jo pšišel. In BCS1 , the auxiliary is omitted if the verb is reflexi ve: 
on je video "he has seen" vs. on se šetao "he has walked". Tv1oreover, the order 
of clitics in the third person may differ, e.g., Slovenian sern ga videl "I ha ve 
seen him" vs. ga je videl "he has seen him". 2 In Bulgarian, the absence of the 
auxiliary has a semantic impact. 

In Lithuanian, there are two patterns of compound past tenses with be 
and an active participle: perfect and progressive. 

(5 .36) esu atvažiav~s 

am-lSG,PRES come-PART,ACT,PAST,MASC,SG,NOM 

"I have come." (Lit) 

(5.37) buvau bemiegqs kai ... 
was-lSG,PAST sleep-PART,PROGR,MASC,SG,NOM when 

"I was sleeping when ... " (Lit) 

In most West European languages, the so called possessive perfect is very 
frequent; it usually consists of the pattern expressing to have and a passive 
participle. The participle was originally governed by a noun and it has been 
reanalyzed according to the follovving scheme: I have a seen car ~ I have 
seen a car (i.e., the governing noun became the object of the participle). It 
is obvious that this construction could develop only for transitive verbs (in 
the early stage) . This dichotomy can be observed, for example, in Cerman, 
where two auxiliaries are used: haben "to have" for transitive verbs and sein 
"to be" for intransitive verbs. Occasionally, other possessive constructions can 
be used to express the agent, e.g., the adessive in the Belorussian Lithuanian 
( manip jau visa padaryta "I have already done everything") 3 , the preposition 
y in Rus (y ?-lee B 60Jlt>?-lut1;e Jle:HCatto "she was down in the hospital"). 

1 Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian, formerly denoted as Serbo-Croatian 
2with a marked word order bere 
3Since one says, for example, manip du broliai instead of standard Lithuanian aš turiu 

du broli1is "I have two brothers" etc. (Vidugiris, 2004) 
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In Slavie languages, this patter11 hc1s cle\·clop('d {'spc('i<dl.\· in \LH'( 'do11i<lll. 

Cashubian and sorne Russinn dialects (iu thc >;orth-\\'C'st ). In \Ltc< 'do11i<11i. 
we have, for example: 

( 5. 38) ja llJvta.M . rn (>]J'W c / w 

her-ACC have- lSG 'PRES fi11isl1-l)1\ ll'l' ' 1)1\SS' l)1\S 'I ' . N El ' ' I' ' se; 
maa pa60'1na 
this-FEM,SG work-FErvr,sc 

"I ha ve finished this work. '' (I\ I ar) 

The participle has the impersonal (neuter) fon11. Ho\n'vcr, in so11H' B11l
garian dialects, it agrees with the obj0ct, ancl this is vvlrnt thc ~Lw<'douic111 
pattern developed from, cf. ja uMa.M aaop'UlC'JW, n1,aa pa60'tna (Ko11<'ski , l~J()~ ) . 

This construction started to develop in othcr Slavie lnngunges as vv~<'ll. l3y 

Janaš (1976), for example, it is interpreted a.s a specific Low('r Sorbian Yoi<·<'. 
In Polish, one can find a syntactic pattern with niieJ; ' ~to havc", IH'V<'rt hdcss 
it did not develop into a new tense (yet) (Weydt and KaÝ,rnicrczak j 1909). 

This pattern can also build whole paradigrns (i.e., plupcrfcct , fu ture p<'r
fect etc.), in l\!Iacedonian, for example, u.MaM/ u.Mir1,G/ ie U.AML.M, pc lf,euo ''I 

have/had/will have said" etc. 
In Lower Sorbian, one can say, e.g., wón jo stanjony "hc is up", in 111nn.Y 

Polish dialects, the sarne pattern occurs too ( e.g . . šniyg jr, ui sleióny '' t he 
snow has already come down"). I t has an acti ve n1eaning (al though f on11ally 
passive) and it is in competition with active sentences ( wón jo stanul). 

In Baltic languages, patterns with passive participles are only uscd to 
build the passive ( except for specific impersonal constrnctions). ()n thc bor
der of these two patterns are modal expressions, for exarnple: 

(5.39) Šis darbs bijo 
this-MASC,SG,NOM work-MASC,SG,NOM be-3sc, PAST 

padarams 
do-PART,PASS,PRES,MASC,SG,NOM 

"This work had to be done." (Lat) 

The perfect tense has four functions: 

1. Speech and reference time are equal and follow the event tirne. It 
can describe processes that are active up to the present tirne. Such a 
process is often a base for an immediately following present process. In 
this meaning, it is not substitutable with any other tense. 
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2. Event and reference time are equal and they are followed by the speech 
time. It denotes processes that happened in the past. In these sen
tences, the perfect competes with the imperfect tense. 

3. The event time precedes the reference time, which is followed by the 
speech time. This configuration occurs if one describes a process in 
the past and wants to express a process that was already completed by 
then. The perfect competes here with the pluperfect. 

4. The speech time precedes the event time that precedes the reference 
time. This is the perfect future. 

Simple Past Tense 

Originally, there were two simple past tenses in Common Slavie - aorist 
and imperfect. These have disappeared except in Bulgarian, Macedonian, 
Sorbian and literary BCS (cf., e.g., Macedonian jac u.MaB "I had"). 

In Common Slavie, the aorist has been used to 'push a story forward' 
whereas the imperfect has been used to 'describe circumstances' (Trunte, 
2005). This characteristic is somewhat simplified but it roughly describes 
the function of these verb forms. On the contrary, the compound past tense 
with an l-participle has been used as a resultative. 

Baltic languages have preserved the functional opposition and the simple 
past tense is by far the most frequent one. For example, the sentence Ieva 
atvažiavo "Eve came" stands in oppostion to the sentence in (5.40): 

(5.40) Ieva yra atvažiavusi 
Eve-NOM be-3SG,PRES come-PART,ACT,PAST,FEM,SG,NOM 

"Eve has come." (Lit) 

However, this functional opposition has been lost in most Slavie languages 
that still use simple past tenses. In Lower Sorbian, for example, mějach "I 
had" and som měl "I have had" have identical meaning. 

A specific pattern exists in some of the considered languages. It consists 
of a passive participle which governs a patient (in most cases) whereas there 
is no agent. The highest degree of grammaticality (among Slavie languages) 
can be observed in some Russian dialects. There are two basic patterns: 

( 5 .41) rt;OpOBa noaoe?-ta 
cow-FEM,SG,NOM milked-PART ,PASS,PAST ,FEM,SG 

"The cow has been milked." (Rus) 
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(5.42) ~opoay noaoetto 

COW-FEM,SG,ACC milked-PART PASS PAST NE T 

In (5.41), there is an agreement betwe n the pati nt nd th p rti ipl 
i.e., this pattern is close to the 'regular' pas iv ; in (5 .42), th r i no gr -
ment, and the passive status of this pattern is not clear as di cu d by L vin 
(1999) (the patient is realized by the accusative). 

Furthermore, there is a 'mixed' form: 

(5.43) ~opoaa noaoetto 
cow-FEM,SG,NOM milked-PART ,PASS,PAST ,NEUT ,SG 

Some other examples: 

(5.44) tutaj wybudowano most 
here build-PART ,PASS,IMPERS bridge-MASC,SG,ACC 

"A bridge has been built here." (Pol) 

(5.45) matyt J?f neturéta 
evidently they-PL,GEN not-have-PART,PASS,IMPERS 

"Evidently, there have been none of them." (Lit) 

(5.46) Jomu bu pomagane 
him be-3SG,PASS help-PART,PASS,NEUT,SG 

"One has helped him." (LSor) 

Whereas this pattern is rather dialectal in Russian, it is well established 
in Polish, Ukrainian and Lithuanian, although one has to bear in mind that 
the surface realization yields to rigid constraints: in Polish, there must be no 
agent, in Ukrainian, there must be a patient etc. (Lavine, 2005). 

Event and reference time are equal and followed by the speech time. 
Therefore the simple past denotes completed processes, thus it is typically 
used in stories etc. 

(5.47) Anka iěšo pó wódu. 
Anka-NOM went-3SG,PAST for water-FEM,SG,ACC 

"Anka went for water." (LSor) 
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Pluperfect 

Some languages also have the pluperfect (past perfect). There are basically 
three patterns: 

• perfect of to be+l-participle, for example, Polish jam byl przyszedl "I 
had come" 

' 
• simple past tense of to be+l-participle, for example, Lower Sorbian běch 

psišel "I had come", 

• perfect of to be+past participle ( active or passive with an active mean
ing), for example, Lithuanian buvau atéjr;,s "I had come". 

The event time is followed by the reference time that is in turn followed 
by the speech time. This tense occurs frequently in embedded sentences; 
the reference time of the embedded sentence is the event time of the matrix 
sentence. 

The pluperfect can usually be substituted with perfect, if the temporal 
order of the described processes ( consecutio temporum) can be derived from 
the context. 

The Category of Aspect 

The aspect is a typical category in Baltic4 and Slavie languages. 
The interplay between the aspect and other verbal categories is very com

plicated and cannot be explained here in detail. The following examples from 
(Levinson, 2005) show one of the semantic differences: 

(5.48) 01-l nocmpou.Jt ao.M. 
he-NOM build-LPART,MASC,SG,PERF house-MASC,SG,ACC 

"He has built a house." (Rus) 

(5.49) 01-l cmpou.!l do.M. 
he-NOM build-LPART,MASC,SG,IMP house-MASC,SG,ACC 

"He was building a house." (Rus) 

There is an important difference between Baltic and Slavie languages con
cerning the future tense. In Slavie languages, the future tense is periphrastic 
for imperfect verbs whereas it is synthetic in Baltic languages. The following 
two sentences, Czech and Lithuanian, have the same meaning: 

4The use of aspect in Baltic languages is slightly different from that in Slavie which 
leads some linguists to cleny the existence of the aspect there, cf. for example (Račiene, 
1999) for Lithuanian. 
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(5.50) Budu psát knihu. 
be-lSG,FUT write-INF book-FEM SG ACC 

"I will write a book." ( Cze) 

(5.51) Rašysiu knygq. 
write-lSG,FUT book-FEM,SG,ACC 

"I will write a book." (Lit) 

For the perfect aspect, the structure of the sentenc i id ntic 1 in b th 
languages: 

(5.52) Napíšu knihu. 
write-lSG,FUT book-FEM,SG,ACC 

"I will write a book (completely)." (Cze) 

(5.53) Parašysiu knygq. 
write-lSG,FUT book-FEM,SG,ACC 

"I will write a book ( completely)." (Lit) 

The Predicativity of Verbal Phrases 

Predicativity is the structural property of a verb phrase carrying the syntactic 
function of a predicate. U sually, the core of such a verb phrase is a final 
verb. From the syntactic point of view, a verb can be used predicatively, 
attributively or semi-predicatively. 

The most common semi-predicative constructions are listed below: 

Appositive participles ( active or passive) have the same meaning as 
transgressives and are usually a combinatoric variant of them, for ex
ample: 

(5.54) Ratownik, gwallownie 
rescuer-MASC,SG,NOM suddenly 

obudzony ... 
wake-up-PART,PASS,PAST,MASC,SG,NOM 

"The rescuer, woken up suddenly ... " (Pol) 

Transgressives, half-participles or quasi-participles express a secondary 
process and are usually equal to an embedded sentence. 

The following example shows an absolute use of a transgressive (in this 
case, it is the title of a book): 
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(5.55) Jadqc do Babadag 
going-TRG,PRES to Babadag 

"Going to Babadag" (Pol) 

Passive can be expressed by a periphrastic transgressive phrase: 

(5.56) Odpověz ysa 
answer-2SG' IMP be-TRG 'PRES' MASC' SG 

tázán. 
ask-PART ,PASS,PAST ,MASC,SG,NOM 

"Answer if you are asked." (Cze) 

5.2.2 Non-canonical Cases of Morpho-syntactic Link-
• Ing 

This section briefly describes several constructions that link the two most 
important actants, actor and patient, differently across Baltic and Slavie 
languages and hence constitute a problem for MT. 

Genitive of Negation 

In some Baltic and Slavie languages, the patient is expressed by the genitive 
case when the verb is negated. This phenomenon does not occur only for 
finite verbs but also for the infinitive and transgressive (however, only for the 
active voice), e.g., Polish nie znajqc jf,zyka "without knowing the language", 
Lithuanian nepirkti vaisi1J "not to buy fruits" etc. The case shift acc ~ gen 
can also occur when the verb itself is not negated but the sentence contains 
a negative predicative adverb, e.g., Lithuanian čia negalima pirkti knyg11: "it 
is not possible to buy books here". 

This phenomenon does not occur in languages which have been signifi
cantly influenced by Cerman, such as Czech, Lower Sorbian or the former 
Lithuanian dialect in East Prussia (Zinkevičius, 1998). 

Oblique Agents in Valence Frames 

There is a group of verbs where the actor is expressed by an oblique or prepo
sitional case even in the active voice. The patient is then usually expressed 
by the nominative case. Typically, the dative case is used, e.g., mně se l{bí 
toto město; .Mtte ttpaeumc.R 3mom 2opoa; man patinka šis miestas "I like this 
town" (in Czech, Russian and Lithuanian, respectively). 
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Russian, Latvian and some Lithuanian di I t 1 k th n 
possession has to be expressed by the v rb to be with p 
In Russian, the prepositional case y + genitive i u d t xpr 
e.g., y .Me'HJt ecm'b ao.M "I have a house". The v rb i omitt d if th po""'E-l'"'""' 
is inalienable, e.g., y 1-lee cu'J-lue 2.1La3a he has blu y . L tvi n u th 
dative, e.g., man ir gramata "I have a book '. Some Lithuanian di 1 u 
the adessive to express the possession, e.g., broliep(i) try vaikai th br th r 
has three children". The patient is expressed by th nomin tiv . 

Passive 

The passive is one of the voices used with transitiv verbs. In Balti nd 
Slavie languages, it is expressed by periphrastic syntactic con truction . It 
is used quite often in analytical languages (such as Engli hor Fr nch), but 
its usage in Baltic and Slavie languages is comparatively rare becau th 
sentence perspective which is the main reason of its use in the m ntion d 
West European languages, can be expressed by the word order. The pa iv 
is used mainly if the actor is expressed marginally or not at all. In pa iv 
sentences, the actor is expressed by an oblique or prepositional case ( usually 
instrumental in Slavie languages, genitive in Lithuanian) and the subj ct 
mostly expresses the patient. In passive sentences, it is not possible to expre s 
the actor in Latvian (Forssman, 2001). Lithuanian can build passive forms 
also for intransitive verbs, e.g., tévo seniai sergama "the father is sick for a 
long time" (cf. the active sentence tévas seniai serga). 

Usually, the auxiliary verb to be is used in passive constructions, e.g., 
Czech kniha je čtena "the book is being read". In Lithuanian, the auxiliary 
verb is often omitted: laiškas (yra) rašomas "the letter is being written". 
Polish uses the auxiliary verb zostaé, e.g., zamek zastal zniszczony "the castle 
has been destroyed". 

A special case of the passive is the so called statal passive, e.g., Czech dům 
je postavený "the house is built", Lithuanian preké yra užsakyta "the goods 
is ordered". Another special case of passive, the so called mediopassive, is 
described in the next subsection. 

Mediopassive 

The mediopassive (reflexive passive) is present only in Slavie languages and 
usually expresses a process without an actor (more precisely, with a general 
actor), e.g., Russian emu .Mawu'J-lbt npou3BoaJtmcJt B Moc~Be "these cars are 
produced in Moscow". Baltic languages use normal passive (Lithuanian šios 
mašinos gaminamos Maskvoje "these cars are produced in Moscow") or a 
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completely different construction (Russian emu 'K'Hu2u xopowo rttumawmc.R 

"these books are easy to read" vs. Lithuanian man gerai skaityti šias knygas 

"these books are easy to read"). 

Participles 

Participles are verb forms that act as nouns (mostly adjectives, sometimes 
substantives). They behave morphologically as nouns but they have their 
own valence frame (which depends on the voice). Moreover, participles dis
tinguish the tense (present and perfect in Slavie languages, up to four tenses 
in Baltic languages). The existence of a concrete participle form also depends 
on the aspect. The noun which governs the participle is linked to its actor 
( active participle) or patient (passive participle; see above for exceptions), 
e.g., Russian rt.tuma10~ui1 .MaJl'brttUrt; "the reading boy" but rttumae.Ma.fl rt;ttu2a 
"book being read". Tenses are distinguished morphologically: fliumaw~uů 

"who is reading now" vs. rttumaBwuů "who was reading", analogically for pas
sive participles: rt.tumae.M?Jl'U "what is being read now" vs. rt.tuma'i-l'H?Jtů "what 
has been read". The linking of the remaining participants is analogical to the 
linking of fini te ver bs ( of the same voice). 

Participia! phrases can be usually expressed by embedded sentences while 
preserving the meaning ( e.g., Russian rttumaw~uů .Ma.11/brtturx;/ .Ma.11/btttU'K) rx;omo
pbtů rttumaem "the boy who is reading", Lower Sorbian wuknjacy student/stu
dent) ako wuknjo "a student who is learning"); the choice depends on the type 
of the text and other stylistic criteria. In BCS, there are no active present 
participles, thus only embedded sentences can be used ( e.g., muškarac) kaji 
radi "working man"). Macedonian has no participles any more except those 
used in periphrastic tenses which cannot be used as an attribute ( e.g., cy.M 
jaaett/u.Ma.M jaae'HO "I have eaten"; cf. Bulg. naaa~a 38e3aa VS. Mac. S6e3aa 
wmo naia "a falling star"). 

Except the common participles, there are also modal participles in some 
languages, e.g., the participle of possibility:5 Czech vyslovitelný "pronounce
able", Polish wymawialny "pronounceable".6 Lithuanian has the participle of 
necessity, e.g., mokétinas "which has to be paid".7 

5Some languages which do not have this special participle can express the possibility 
by common participles. 

6cf. common participles, e.g., Russian B'bt2oeopueae.M'bl'U "pronounceable", Lithuanian 
ištariamas "pronounceable" 

7 cf. the German gerundive, e.g., die zu bezahlende Rechnung 
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N ominalization 

Many nouns derived from verbs ( e.g. v rbal ub t ntiv ) h v th ir wn 
valence frame. There are no precise rul how to ign th t r r 
tient, the linking depends on the inherent m ning of th v r th n n i 
derived from. Let us have a look at an exampl . Th Cz h phr o .., tř ní 
lékaře8 can mean either "investigation of the phy ician r inv tig ti n 
the physician". On the other hand, the phrase ošetření pacienta l 'kař m in
vestigation of the patient by the physician" is not ambiguou th linking 
is specified clearly by a different case. Common knowl dg c n h lp to di -
ambiguate the meaning even if the verb is transitive, .g., Lithu ni n mie to 
užkariavimas "the conquest of the town". This type of ambiguity do not 
occur for intransitive verbs, of course, because they have no dir t obj ct 
e.g., Lithuanian ugnies užgesimas "extinction of the fire". 

Nominalized constructions often do not have a strictly quival nt v rb 1 
expression (such as an embedded sentence) because they u ually lack om 
morphological categories ( e.g., tense or gender) which can cause an ambi
guity. The Czech phrase po příchodu otce "after the father's arrival' an b 
equivalent to embedded sentences poté, co otec přišel "when the father cam " 
or poté, co otec přijde "when the father will come", thus the temporal r lation 
is underspecified in the nominalized phrase. Similarly, the phrase po jejich 
příjezdu "after their arrival" does not clarify the gender whereas the embed
ded sentence with the ( almost) same meaning does: poté, co přišli/-y/-a 
"when they (masc./fem./neut.) came". The choice depends on the context. 

Transgressive 

Transgressive is a special verb form which distinguishes the tense and, in 
some languages, also gender and number. In Slavie languages , two morpho
logically different transgressive forms express the temporal relationship of the 
process represented by the verb. Baltic languages even have a future form 
and an iterative form ( e.g., Lithuanian gerund9 forms of the verb kalbéti "to 
speak" are kalbéjus, kalbant, kalbésiant, kalbédavus ). Although it is usually 
possible to express the transgressive phrase by an embedded sentence, its 
exact meaning depends on the context ( the meaning of the transgressive it
self is vague). The contemporary transgressive represents mostly a secondary 
process, the anterior transgressive expresses a process which has finished be
fore the beginning of the process of the main verb (cf. Cerman embedded 

80nly one actant is expressed (by the genitive case). 
9Baltic languages distinguish gerunds ( which represent a process with a general or 

distinct actor) and half-participles ( their actor is the subject of the main verb). 
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sentences with nachdem), e.g., Russian ott eaem Ha aemo6yce rttuma.R 2a3emy 
"he is going by bus while reading the newspaper", ywea nonpo1-«aewuc'b "he 
left after the farewell", Upper Sorbian hólc diěše spěwajo domoj "the boy 
went home while singing", BCS imajuéi u vidu "having in mind". Negated 
transgressive phrases are typically similar to embedded sentences with al
though or without, e.g., Russian noexa.;i e AMepux;y tte 31-la.R att2.1iuůcri;o20 "he 
went to America, al though he does not speak English", ucrtte3tty.1i, uurtte20 1-le 
cri;a3ae "he left without saying anything". 

Baltic gerunds can have their own actor. In such a case, the actor is 
expressed by the dative case, e.g., mes išvažiavome saulei tekant "we left by 
sunrise" (literally: "when the sun was rising"). 

NB: Same transgressives (mostly in idiomatic expressions) are used with
out agreement, as the following examples show: Czech chtě nechtě "neces
sarily" vs. chtíc "wanting (fem./neut.)", Lithuanian tiesq sakant "to tell the 
truth" vs. sakydamas tiesq "telling the truth". 

Accusativus cum participia 

This construction is used in Baltic languages with a small class of verbs, such 
as to see, to hear etc. It consists of a verb from this class and a participle 
which depends on its patient, e.g., Lithuanian aš girdéjau tave kalbanti per 
radijq "I heard you speaking in the radio". Instead of the participle, an 
infinitive is used in Slavie languages. Because the participle has to agree 
with its governor (i.e., the patient of the main verb) which is the actor of 
the participle, we can conclude that it depends on it (syntactically). The 
participle has its own valence frame (see above). 

Parasitic Infinitival Complements 

Infinitival complements are used with autosemantic verbs in Baltic languages. 
Such infinitives can be used with many verbs (if it is semantically acceptable) 
and share an actant with it, either the actor or the patient. The shared 
actant is usually the addressee of the main verb, e.g., Lithuanian motina 
ipylé pieno vaikams gérti "the mother gave milk to the children to drink". ln 
such sentences, the addressee vaikams "to the children" (dative) is the actor 
of the infinitive gérti "to drink". The other possibility is to express the patient 
of the infinitive by the dative case, e.g., Lithuanian žodis 'gudas' vartojamas 
baltarusiams vadinti "the word 'gudas' is used to denote Belorussians"; the 
actor of the infinitive vadinti "to denote" is in dative. The choice whether the 
shared actant is an actor or patient, depends on the inherent meaning of the 
verb and on the context. Usually, it is the actor if the patient (direct object) 
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is shared as well, as pieno milk in th fir t x m 1 h rwi 
patient10 (as in the latter example). In Sl vi 1 ngu g thi 
has to be expressed by an embedded nt ne or nomin liz tion. 

Debitive 

l 1 

n tru 

Latvian has a special verb form called d bitive whi h i u d to pr 

h 

the alethic (objective) necessity, cf. the example frorn (For m n, 2001) man 
japerk maize "I have to buy bread". The actor is xpr d by th d tiv 
and the patient by the nominative case ( except for pronoun of th fir t n 
second person which have the accusative form). The d bitiv of th p rfi t 
and future tense is built periphrastically, using the auxiliary v rb to be, .g. 
vir;ai bija jastrada "she had to work". 

The debitive is semantically identical with infinitival con tru tion of obli
gation in some languages, for example, Polish Trzeba mu isé do domu h 
has to go home", which is described in the next subs ction. 

Obligative 

The obligative infinitival construction is used in some Baltic and Slavie lan
guages to express the modality sirnilar to English shall, should. The infinitiv 
f orm of the autosemantic verb is used and the actor is expressed by the da
t i ve case, e.g., Russian tttmo .Mtte menep de.llamb "what should I do now", 
Lithuanian kq man dabar daryti "what should I do now", Polish gdzie nam 
ojca szukaé "where should we look for the father". 

The other participants of the verb are linked as usual ( depending on the 
voice etc.). 

Some languages express the obligative by a modal verb, i.e., in the same 
way as English or Cerman, e.g., Czech mám přijít včas "I have to come in 
time". Lithuanian can use both variants, e.g., man eiti namo vs. aš turiu eiti 
namo "I ha ve to go home". 

Supinum 

This special form occurs in Baltic languages, especially in some dialects 
(Zinkevičius, 1994), as well as in Lower Sorbian and Slovenian. Supinum 
expresses a goal, e.g., jis išéjo grybaut11: "he went to pick mushrooms". The 
patient of transitive verbs is expressed by the genitive case11 (Ambrazas, 

10The actor is general in this case. 
11 Is seems that not only for supinum but also if an infinitive is used to express a goal, 

e.g., Lithuanian atvažiavau tav~s pasitikti "I came to pick you up". 
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1996), e.g., Jonas siunčia čigonq malk?.k atnešt'll! "Jonas sends the gipsy to 
bring wood". The main verb can even be omitted (Ambrazas, 1996), e.g., Al
girdai, véžim1f! kraut?.kf "Algirdas, (go to) load the wagons!". In Lithuanian, 
he supinum form can be expressed by the infinitive using the same syntactic 
structure. 

In this chapter, we have given a selective overview of the syntax of Baltic 
and Slavie languages. As one can see, the differences, especially at the verbal 
level, are sometimes comparatively big, thus, unfortunately, not all of them 
can be handled by a shallow parser. In the following chapter, we present a 
parser which is capable of dealing with some of them, in particular at the 
lower level of NPs and PPs, which helps to improve the automatic translation 
at least in a local context. 
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Chapter 6 

Partial Parser for Baltic and 
Slavie Languages 

In this chapter, we describe the parser module and grammar architectur for 
shallow processing of Baltic and Slavie languages. 1 

6.1 Tasks of the Parser 

There was no syntactic parser in the original system Česi1ko. This module 
has been added to the translation process to deliver information about the 
sentence structure to the transfer module so that language specific structural 
properties could be handled and translated properly. Without the parser, 
morphological differences have only been considered, which is, of course, not 
su:fficient in general. Hence, the parser provides an add-on value which i 
supposed to improve the translation. If the source sentence is left untouched 
by the parser (because it is too short or too complex), the system translates 
it as if there was no syntactic parsing. 

The parser uses a hand-written grammar which consists of a set of context
free rules that are written in a declarative form. The output of the parser is 
a set of c-forests. 2 It is important to mention that a c-forest does not rep
resent the structure of the sentence as such but a concrete rule application 
sequence. Before being passed to the transfer module, c-forests are automat
ically converted to d-forests. 3 Thus the final result of the parser is a d-forest 

1 Of course, the parser can be used for other language families as well, with appropriate 
grammar rules. 

2By a forest, we mean a set of constituent trees which represent fragments of the parsed 
sentence and span it completely. 

3 A d-forest is a set of dependency trees which have been created by contracting the 
vertical edges of a c-tree. 
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or a set of d-forests if the parsed sentence is ambiguous. 
The parser is not supposed to parse whole sentences. Of course, if the 

syntactic structure of the sentence is quite simple, the result will be one tree 
(or set of trees) covering the whole sentence. Nevertheless, in most cases, 
the result is a set of trees which only represent fragments of the sentence. 
One reason for such behavior may be the non-projectivity which occurs quite 
often in languages with free word order. But projective sentences also may 
only be parsed partially since the grammar f ocuses on the level of noun and 
prepositional phrases. The coverage of verbal phrases is rather small, the 
rules on this level are only meant to capture syntactic constructions which 
may cause serious problems in the target sequence. 

6.1.1 The Coinputational Forlllalisrn 

We use a transformational formalism which is based on a chunk parser similar 
to Q-Systems, designed and first implemented by Colmerauer (1969). What is 
very important is the fact that the derivational process is context-free (in the 
sense of Chomsky's hierarchy) which has the crucial consequence for Slavie 
languages that it is not capable of dealing with non-projective constructions 
( at least not directly). 

The input of the parser can be morphologically ambiguous. In such a 
case, the parser tries to use all provided data to construct a complete tree. If 
it succeeds, all complete trees comprise the result set whereas all input items 
which are not contained in a complete tree, are discarded. 

Theoretically, it would be necessary to parse the whole sentence in order 
to disambiguate it morphologically. Even then, some words may keep more 
than one morphological tag (due to case syncretism). In case of shallow 
parsing only, the morphological ambiguity seems to be one of the most serious 
problems. The best case scenario would be to get a disambiguated input. 
Unfortunately, at the moment the only possibility is to use a stochastic tagger 
which introduces errors and makes it impossible for the parser to recognize 
some dependencies. As has been shown by Žáčková (2002), it is not possible 
to disambiguate Czech texts by means of sole shallow rules. 

6.2 Main Principles of Parsing Rules 

As usual in unification-based grammars, each rule is associated with a con
dition ( constraint) on feature structures and the rule applies only if this 

. condition is satisfied. 
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A typical example of a linguistically motivated condition is the agreement 
of morphological categories between the governor and its dependant. For 
example, an adjective which depends on a noun has to agree with it in gender, 
case and number. We understand the term agreement in broader sense, i.e., 
a dependant agrees with its governor if a set of conditions, which are defined 
for the particular type of syntactic construcion, is satisfied. In most cases, 
the conditions are simply equivalences of category values, as in the following 
phrase: 

( 6.1) mladší sestře 

younger-FEM' SG 'DAT sister-FEM' SG 'DAT 

"to the younger sister" ( Cze) 

Nevertheless, the condition may be more complicated sometimes, for in
stance, in Polish noun phrases if the governor is in dual form: 

(6.2) czarnymi oczyma 
black-NEUT,PL,INS eye-NEUT,DUAL,INS 

"with black eyes" (Pol) 

(6.3) w swoim rťku 

in his-FEM,SG,LOC hand-FEM,DUAL,LOC 

"in own hands" (Pol) 

Another example can be found in Russian: 

(6.4) aea 60.Jl/bWUX 20poaa 

two-MASC,NOM big-MASC,PL,GEN town-MASC,SG,GEN 

"two big cities" (Rus) 

Another example concerning non-trivial agreement between subject and 
verb (possible, for example, in Slovenian): 

(6.5) Slovenci volimo ... 
Slovenians-MASC,PL,NOM vote-lPL,PRES 

"we Slovenians vote for ... " (Slo) 

Apart from rules used to build syntactic trees, we use some tricks in our 
parser. The aim of these tricks is to modify the chain graph or to control the 
parsing process. Two such rules are described in the following subsections. 
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staréma8ci ,pl,acc hradypl ,acc 

~~ • • • 
~~ 

·----- - •----- - · 
~~ 

Figure 6.1: Example of NP analysis without a shackle 

6.2.1 Chain Link (shackle) 

As has been already mentioned, the input of the parser is often morpholog
ically highly ambiguous. One of the tasks of the parser is to disambiguate 
the sentence ( or at least to lower the ambiguity). Let us consider the sen
tence Starý hrad se tyčí nad řekou "The old castle towers over the river". The 
phrase starý hrad is morphologically ambiguous (nominative and accusative). 
If this phrase has been recognized as the subject of the main verb, we know 
that the case is nominative in this context. And since there is no other read
ing where it would be accusative, we want to remove this wrong reading. In 
fact, it is removed automatically by the algorithm of the parser. But what 
would have happened if we had the bare phrase staré hrady? There are two 
possible readings (nominative and accusative) which cannot be resolved due 
to lack of context. Nevertheless, there are still other meanings for each of 
the words independently ( disregarding the dependence between them). In 
this case, these edges will not be removed although the parser has analyzed 
the phrase. This is one negative property of the parser framework which has 
to be solved explicitely. We use a simple workaround: between edges which 
represent one word of the input sentence, we insert a new edge ( shackle) that 
links bunches of edges. If there is at least one analysis which connects two 
words, the parser marks the shackle as used, i.e., it will be removed during 
the cleaning phrase (see Section 6.3). As an effect of this, the 'wrong' edges 
do not lie on a valid path in the multigraph any more and will be deleted as 
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starémasci ,pl ,acc hrady pl , acc 

~ ~ . • ~- • . 
~ ~ 

·-- -- --·- -- •- ----- · 
/ / 

/ / 

Figure 6.2: Example of NP analysis with a shackle 

well, as can be seen in Figure 6.2 (the adjective would have more morpho
logical meanings; for the sake of simplicity, the multigraph contains only one 
edge with different gender). 

It is obvious that if we modify the multigraph by adding 'shackles' be
tween edges labelled with feature structures, we also have to modify all rules 
accordingly. 

6.2.2 Elilllination of ldentical Results 

The application of rules to the multigraph is non-deterministic. As a result, 
the application of several different sequences of rules may lead to identical 
results, as illustrated in the following example: 

otec čte knihu ·----•----•----· 

Figure 6.3: Example of a sentence with duplicate parses 

There are two possible parses: 

1. The rule identifying direct objects is applied first, the rule identifying 
subjects is applied afterwards. 

2. The rule identifying subjects is applied first, the rule identifying direct 
objects is applied afterwards. 
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otec čte knihu 

otec čte čte knihu 

- >< 
/ ........ 

/ / ........ ........ 

/ otec / čte '- knihu ' • - - - - - - • - - - - - - • - - - - - - • 

Figure 6.4: Chain graph with new edges 

Theoretically, we would get two edges spanning the whole sentence and 
labelled with identical syntactic structures ( see Figure 6.4). In our imple
mentation of the parser, this kind of duplicity is recognized automatically to 
avoid exponential explosion. 

6.3 Multigraph Clean-up and Further Opti
mization 

As long as a rule can be applied to the multigraph, edges are added to it 
but no existing edge is removed. The new edges represent (are labelled with) 
intermediary feature structures that may be used in further parsing or be 
candidates for the final result. Once the multigraph cannot be extended by 
any rule ( according to the used grammar), the intermediary edges need to be 
discarded from the multigraph since we want only the most complex feature 
structures to be processed in the transfer phase. This clean-up is some
what similar to garbage collection in programming languages with automatic 
memory management. 

As an example, let us consider the following Czech verb phrase as the 
input of the parser: 

(6.6) auta jezdila 
cars-NEUT,NOM,PL move-LPART,NEUT,PL 

"The cars moved/were moving." (Cze) 

The input of the parser is the following morphologically preprocessed 
multigraph ( the multisets of edges between the same pair of nodes reflect the 
morphological ambiguity of a word form): 
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(6.7) 
auta-NEUT,GEN,SG jezdila-PAST,FEM, 'G 

• • • 
jezdila-PAST ,NEUT ,PL 

auta-NEUT ,ACC,PL 

One rule will be applied to this multigraph. Namely the one that attaches 
a noun in nominative ( the subject) to its predicate (a resultative participle 
in this case). The following multigraph is the result of the syntactic analysis 
( dotted lines denote used edges, circles denote used nodes4

): 

(6.8) 

• o • 
jezdila-PAST ,NEUT ,PL 

auta-NEUT,ACC,PL 

Now we need to get rid of all obsolete edges: 

1. First of all, we remove all used edges (denoted by dotted lines). 

2. We remove all edges which start or end in a used node (i.e., the edges 
that reflect morphological variants of a used edge which are morpholog
ically misanalyzed in the given context according to the used grammar). 

3. For each path p from the initial node to the end node, we calculate the 
number u(p) of used edges it contains. Then we assign each edge e the 
score s(e) == minpEPu(p). The score for the whole graph is defined as 
s== mineEEs(e). Finally, we remove all edges where s(e) > s. 5 

The last step ensures that every edge which remains in the multigraph lies 
on a path from the initial node to the end node. The resulting graph will be 
processed by the transfer module and at the same time, all complex feature 

4We define the used node as a node that has at least one used edge to the left and at 
least one used edge to the right. 

5If there is at least one path from the initial node to the end node consisting only from 
unused edges then the algorithm is equal to the one described in (Colmerauer, 1969), i.e., 
all used edges are deleted as well as edges that do not belong to a path from the initial 
node to the end node. 
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structures ( that represent syntactic trees) are syntactically synthesized ( the 
transfer is described in Chapter 7). 

Processing long sentences may result in very large multigraphs with the 
number of edges growing exponentially. If we had to translate the Russian 
phrase cmap'btů 3a.Morx; "old castle" into Czech, the transfer would give the 
following two features structures: 

(6.9) ["3aMOK" 
ADJ l { ["hrad" 

[ "cTaph1ň" ] ~ ADJ l ["zámek" l} 
[ "starý" ] ' ADJ [ "starý" J 

The syntactically synthesized multigraph would be as follows: 

(6.10) 

• • 

As the two edges with the feature structure for the adjective starý are 
identical, we can optimize the spatial complexity of the multigraph by con
tracting identical edges that have at least one common node. For the dis
cussed example, we would get: 

(6.11) 
"hrad" 

"starý" . ---------. • 
"zámek" 

We call this process compacting the multigraph. It is obvious that in 
complex multigraphs, the number of edges can be lowered significantly. Im
mediately before morphological synthesis, the optimization can be even more 
efficient if we do not contract only edges with identical feature structures but 
also with identical surface form in the target language (since there is an 
extensive syncretism in Slavie laguages). 

6.4 U sing the Parser in a Production Envi
ronment 

T!J.e parser described in the previous sections of this chapter is written in a 
high-level language (Objective-C) which is more comfortable for the devel

. . oper to use since the focus lies on linguistics. For grammar development and 
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testing, the performance and resource consumption of the compiled code i 
not an issue. However, the performance is important for the proces ing of 
large texts while the resource consumption ( the memory footprint) is crucial 
for the use of the parser on resource-restricted devices such as PDAs and 
smartphones. In this section, we briefiy discuss a possible optimization of 
the parser. 

We have tried to optimize the parsing process in the way that the rules 
are indexed by type signature, i.e., the concatenation of type names of all 
feature structures on the left-hand side of the rule. This optimization saved 
approximately 50% of processing time because the parser did not try to apply 
all rules on each subchain of the graph ( only rules taken from the index for 
the particular subchain were considered to be applicable). Nevertheless, we 
wanted a much faster optimization and also a lower memory footprint. It 
turned out that transforming the grammar and the input into the Q-Systems 
format is a good solution. 

The Q-Systems are significantly faster than the FS-based implementation 
of the parser mainly due to the different data structure used in unification. 
While the FS-based implementation unifies general feature structures, the 
Q-Systems use trees, thus the unification is similar to the unification of com
pound predicates in Prolog which makes it significantly faster. 

Feature structures in grammar rules and in the input must meet several 
conditions in order to be transformable to the Q-Systems format. First of 
all, they must be typed and each type must be assigned a set of attributes 
the feature structure can contain. Another condition is that the order of 
attributes declared for a type is fixed. Finally, variables used as attribute 
values in feature structures may only contain atomic values or embedded 
feature structures. 

Each feature structure is converted to a tree. The root of the tree is 
labelled by the type name of the feature structure while the sons of the 
root correspond to attribute values. The order of these nodes is the same 
as the order of attributes in the declaration for the particular type and all 
its supertypes. The structure of the rules remains the same including the 
'shackles' (see Section 6.2.1). Attributes declared for a type that are not 
contained in a feature structure ( and thus behave like free variables in Prolog) 
are represented by unique variables in the corresponding Q-Systems rule. It 
is obvious that type names and atomic attribute values must conform to the 
syntactic rules of the Q-Systems. Variables are directly converted to tree-like 
variables in the corresponding tree and they get the same name. 6 

6The used implementation of the Q-Systems allows for using named variables (see 
below) while the originally Q-Systems designed by Colmerauer (1969) only allowed for 
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Let us consider the following type declarations ( taken from a grammar 
for named entity recognition): 

type sign 
end 

type shortdate 
prototype sign 
atomic day 
atomic month 

end 

type date 

end 

prototype shortdate 
atomic year 

type dateshorttime 
prototype date 
atomic hour 
atomic minute 

end 

type datetime 

end 

prototype dateshorttime 
atomic second 

type precisetime 
prototype datetime 
atomic millis 

end 

Each type has a unique name and a prototype (i.e., its supertype, except 
for the most general type "sign"). The type is assigned a list of attributes 
containing all attributes of its supertype followed by the declared (additional) 
attributes. The order of the attributes is not significant for the person who 
is writing a grammar, it is used only for the transformation of the feature 
structures. It is obvious that the same type declaration must be used to 
transform the rules and the input. 

indexed variables. 
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Let us consider the following feature structure of the aforementioned typ 
date. 

date 

DAY 23 

MONTH 5 

YEAR 2008 

This feature structure would be automatically translated to the following 
Q-tree: 7 

DATE(23, 5, 2008) 

If the structure would have the same content but the type datetime, it 
would be transformed to ( the identifiers starting with I* are variables): 

DATETIME(23, 5, 2008, I*ANONYMOUS1, I*ANONYMOUS2, I*ANONYMOUS3) 

Since the attributes HOUR, MINUTE and SECOND are not listed in 
the feature structure, they are considered to be underspecified and we have 
to introduce anonymous variables to represent their values so that the uni
fication works correctly. The name of the anonymous variable is generated 
automatically so that it is unique. 

The interpreter of Q-Systems is implemented in C++ and it is equiva
lent to the original Q-Systems designed by Colmerauer ( 1969) except for the 
following extensions: 

• The variables can be named, while in the original Q-Systems they could 
only be indexed. The name must be alphanumeric. 

• If a rule has been successfully applied, the interpreter does not add the 
new subchain to the graph if there already is an identical subchain at 
the same position. 

• The result of the parser is an empty graph if there is no path from 
the initial node to the end node in the final graph, after all used edges 
have been removed ( the result of the original Q-Systems was the initial 
graph instead). 

We have tested the aforementioned optimization on 1,000 text documents 
(most of them containing more than 200 words) with a grammar for named 
entity recognition. The processing time improved from 33 minutes to less 
than 4 minutes with a ten times smaller memory consumption. 

7The interpreter of Q-Systems is not case sensitive thus we can use capitals to denote 
types in the Q-grammar. 
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Chapter 7 

Transfer and Syntactic 
Synthesis 

Transfer and syntactic synthesis are performed jointly in one module. The 
task of the transfer module is to adapt complex structures created by the 
parser, which cover the whole source sentence continuously, to the target 

· language lexically, morphologically and syntactically. In the f ollowing sec
tions, we describe the phase of the lexical transfer and the structural trans
fer, the latter being split further into structural preprocessor and syntactic 
decomposer. 

7 .1 Lexical Transfer 

The aim of the lexical transfer is to 'translate a feature structure lexically' , 
i.e., the lemmas associated with feature structures are translated. Morpho
logical features may be adapted as well where appropriate. 

The following is a fragment of the dictionary used in lexical transfer 
( Czech-Slovenian): 

(7.1) hvězdalzvezda 
dodati dodati 
kůňlkonj 

stromldrevolgender=neut; 

Let us have a brief look at the last line of the example. The Czech 
noun strom "tree" is in masculine gender while the gender of its Slovenian 
counterpart drevo is neuter, therefore there is the additional information 
gender==neut which instructs the transfer module to adapt the feature gen

der of the corresponding feature structure so it can be correctly synthesized 
morphologically. 
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7 .2 Structural Transfer 

The task of the structural transfer is to adapt the feature structur s of the 
source language ( their properties and mutual relationship) o that the yn
thesis generates a grammatically well-formed sentence with the meaning of 
the source sentence. It is worth noting that the well-formedness can gener
ally be guaranteed only locally for the part of the sentence which the feature 
structure covers. 

7.2.1 Thansfer Directives 

When changing the structure, one may do one of the f ollowing: 

1. Change values of atomic features in the feature structure, add atomic 
features with a specific value or delete some atomic features. 

2. Add a node to the syntactic tree. 

3. Remove a node from the syntactic tree. 

There are two types of structural changes: 

Preprocessing of feature structures Such changes are performed prior 
to the lexical transfer. 

Decomposition of feature structures These changes are performed after 
the lexical transfer and build up the syntactic synthesis. 

All possible directives for the transfer module are listed in Table 7.1. The 
values in the column Rule say which kind of rules the directive applies to: 
d means decomposition rules and p means preprocessing rules. An asterisk 
means that the directive can be used in both types of rules. The values 
of attributes in a feature structure can be atomic or variables ( alphanumeric 
identifiers beginning with $). A directive can succeed or fail. For example, the 
directive which represents unification succeeds if the corresponding feature 
structures can be unified, and fails if the unification fails. A rule is applied 
when all its directives succeed. The empirically composed set of rules for 
the language pair Czech-Macedonian consists of 9 decomposition rules and 
11 preprocessing rules. 

Let us give a couple of examples of transfer rules. The following rule is 
used to translate a preposition which requires a different case in the target 
language. ln the feature structure of the noun that governs the preposition, 
its case is changed to the correct one. 
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Directive Rule Argument s Description 
attName d attribute name Succeeds if the attribute name of the 

detached child in the feature struc-
ture of its governor is equal to the 
argument of the directive. 

child== * FS Unifies the child (for decomposition 
rules, the detached child, otherwise 
the first child identified by the di-
rective hasChildren) with the given 
feature structure. 

copydown * list of att. names Copies the given attributes from the 
head to the child. 

copyup * list of att. names Copies the given attributes from the 
child to the head. 

direction d l/r Succeeds if the child is to the left or 
to the right of its governor. 

hasChildren * list of att. names Succeeds if the head contains all 
listed attributes. 

head== * FS Unifies the head with the given fea-
ture structure. 

lexChild p FS The same as rewrite Child but the 
feature structure will not be trans-
f erred lexically. 

newChild p FS Creates a new feature structure and 
attaches it to the head. The at-
tribute name of the new feature 
structure is given by the attribute 
gfunc. The attribute relorder speci-
fies the relative position of the new 
feature structure. 

noChildren * list of att. names Succeeds if the head does not con-
tain any of the listed attributes. 

removeChild p 1 Removes the first child identified by 
the directive hasChildren. 

rewriteChild * FS Rewrites attributes in the feature 
structure of the child. N on-existent 
attributes will be added. 

rewriteHead * FS Rewrites attributes in the feature 
structure of the head. N on-existent 
attributes will be added. 

Table 7.1: Transfer directives 
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( 

preproc 
(head= ((type word) (pos n))) 
(hasChildren (prep)) 
(child= ((type word) (lemma u-1) (case gen))) 
(lexChild ((lemma pri) (case loc))) 
(copyup (case)) 
) 

The following rule adds an auxiliary to an l-participle in t he third per
son which may be required, for example, in the translation from Czech to 
Slovenian. 

( 

preproc 
(head= ((type word) (pos verb) (vform lpart) (person 3) 

(number $number))) 
(noChildren (aux)) 
(newChild ((gfunc aux) (relorder -9) (lemma být) (pos verb) 

(vform fin)(tense pres) (person 3) (number $number))) 
) 

The following rule removes an auxiliary from an l-participle in the third 
person which may be required, for example, for the translation from Slovenian 
to Czech. 

( 

preproc 
(head= ((type word) (pos verb) (vform lpart) (person 3))) 
(hasChildren (aux)) 
(removeChild 1) 
) 

The following rule rewrites the features gender, case and number of an ad
jective which is being detached by values of these features from the governing 
noun to preserve agreement between an adjectival attribute and a noun. 

( 

decomp 
(recursive 1) 
(head= ((type word) (pos n))) 
(child= ((type word) (pos a))) 
(copydown (gender case number)) 
) 
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An example of this rule's use would be the translation of the Czech phrase 
velký strom "big tree" into Macedonian ( 20.;ie.Mo JpBo) where the gender has 
changed from masculine to neuter. Without this transfer rule, we would get 
*co.JieM JpBo. 

The following rule changes the infinitive to an l-participle in periphrastic 
future tense constructions as required, for example, when translating from 
Czech to Slovenian or Polish. 

( 

decomp 
(head= ((type word) (pos verb) (vform inf))) 
(child= ((type word) (lemma být) (vform fin) (tense fut) 
(gender $gender) (number $number))) 
(rewriteHead ((vform lpart) (gender $gender) (number $number))) 
) 

A similar rule operating on VPs would be used, for example, when trans
lating the Czech VP napsal jsem "I wrote/I have written" to Macedonian 
( '1-lanucaB/ u.Ma.M ttanucatto) since a word-for-word translation would give 'J-la
nuca.;i cy.M which would be well-formed with different word order ( cyM ua
nuca.;i) but still semantically different (in Macedonian, it represents the re-
narrative). 

7.2.2 Translation of Multiword Expressions 

It is obvious that some words of the source language are translated as mul
tiword expressions in the target language and vice versa, for example: 

(7.2) babička "grandmother" (Cze) ~ stará mama (Slv) 

zahradní jahoda "garden strawberry" (Cze) ~ truskawka (Pol) 

Since these cases require removing or adding of a subordinated feature 
structure (for the adjective) which is equivalent to removing or adding a 
no de from/ to the syntactic tree, such cases are handled by special rules in 
the structural transfer. 

7 .3 Chaining MT Systems 

Machine translation is a very complicated task in itself and developing an 
MT system for a language pair is very expensive in terms of time and man
power. Furthermore, statistical MT needs huge bilingual corpora which are 
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mostly not available for language pairs where at least one languag is a mall 
one, for example, Welsh or Macedonian. Therefore, attempts w re made to 
find MT methods that would cope with these problems. One po ible ap
proach is to exploit an intermediary (natural) language and couple two MT 
systems together. In Chapter 3, Section 3.2, we have described an MT sys
tem from N orwegian into English which uses Danish as an 'interlingua' (Bick 
and Nygaard, 2007). Unfortunately, the, more or less, poor output of today's 
MT systems lets such a solution look na1ve unless at least one language pair 
consists of closely related languages. 

We did two experiments with coupled MT systems translating from Czech 
to Slovak through Slovenian as the intermediary language. 1 The first sys
tem simply pipes the output of the Czech-to-Slovenian MT system into the 
Slovenian-to-Slovak one. The other experiment couples both MT systems 
at a higher level, omitting morphological synthesis and statistical ranker in 
the first language pair. As our experiments have shown, the latter approach 
produces significantly better translation. 

The high-level pipeline is presented in the following scheme: 

(7.3) 
... transfer --- synt. synthesis --- morph. synthesis & ranker 

v ! 
... transfer ~-- parser -------- morph. analysis 

The dotted arrow denotes the 'shortcut' which has been taken in the 
system architecture to omit morphological analysis and ranker in the first 
language pair. 

The two approaches could be schematically expressed by the de Vauquois' 
triangle. The scheme in (7.4) describes the simple pipeline whereas the 
scheme in (7.5) describes the high-level pipeline (with the 'shortcut'). 

(7.4) 
------ ·---- -------- ·- -----

·---- -------- ------- ---------- · 

1The work described in this section has been carried out together with Jernej Vičič 
from the University of Primorska, Koper, Slovenia. 
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(7.5) 
------•------------·------

~ / 
---------~-------- ---

·--------------------------· 

We see that in the high-level pipeline, the process does not return to the 
lowest level of linguistic representation (linearized sequence of word forms) 
but remains at a middle stage, in our case - informally expressed - between 
morphology and syntax. 

7.3.1 Discussion 

Although machine translation which uses a natural language as a pivot lan
guage is typically not expected to produce good translation because it is 
obvious that a simple pipe of two MT systems multiplies the error rate, it is 
sometimes inevitable. For example, the system Webforditas 2 , developed by 
Morphologic Kft., uses English as an interlingua to translate to/from Hun
garian automatically (László Tihanyi, personal communication). 

The evaluation of our experiments with MT from Czech to Slovak through 
Slovenian clearly shows that we get better results if we couple the two MT 
systems at a higher level. The main point is that the statistical ranker is not 
used in the first MT system, postponing the selection of one hypothesis to a 
later stage. At the first sight, this strategy may seem to cause huge ambiguity 
in the translation process. However, if we do not use morphological synthesis 
in the first MT system, we do not need morphological analysis in the second 
system either. Thus it is possible to avoid the morphological ambiguity of 
the input in the second MT system ( which is extremely important for lan
guages with rich inflection, such as Slovenian). In other words, the parser 
in the second MT system deals with ambiguity of a different type, namely a 
structural and semantic one which resulted from the first system and could 
not be resolved before ranking. 

The comparison of both systems ( the translations of the same input text) 
has brought an interesting observation: The MT system with the more so
phisticated coupling works faster, most probably due to the fact that mor
phological ambiguity of the intermediary representation (which is the input 
of the MT for the second language pair) is widely reduced. The evaluation 

2 http://www.webforditas.hu 
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BLEU NIST 
simple pipe 0.1690 3.5916 
high-level pipe 0.2303 4.1737 

Table 7.2: Experimental results of chained MT yst ms 

of results in terms of BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001) and NIST (Doddington, 
2002) are presented in Table 7.2. 
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Chapter 8 

Statistical Ranking and 
Evaluation 

An essential part of the whole MT system is the statistical postprocessor. The 
main problem with the simple MT process described in the previous sections 
is that all modules (morphological analyzer, parser and transfer) introduce a 
high number of ambiguities into the translation. It would be very complicated 
(if possible at all) to resolve this kind of ambiguity by hand-written rules. 
That is why we have implemented a stochastichal post-processor which aims 
to select one particular sentence that best suits the given context. 

8.1 Ranking 

We use a simple language model based on trigrams ( trained on word forms 
without any morphological annotation) which is intended to sort out "wrong" 
target sentences (these include grammatically ill-formed sentences as well as 
sentences with inappropriate lexical mapping). For example, the language 
model for Slovak has been trained on a corpus of approximately 20 million 
words which have been randomly chosen from the Slovak Wikipedia1. 

Let us present an example of how this component of the system works. 
In the source text, we had the following Czech segment (matrix sentence): 

(8.1) Společnost ve zprávě 

company-FEM,SG,NOM in report-FEM,SG,LOC 
uvedla 
inform-LPART ,FEM,SG 

"The company informed in the report ... " 

1 http://sk.wikipedia.org 
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The rule-based part of the system is suppo ed to g ner te (if ther were 
no rules for VPs) four target segments that collapse to the following two ft r 
morphological synthesis: 

1. Spoločnosť vo správe uviedli, 

2. Spoločnosť vo správe uviedla. 

The reason for the ambiguity is that the Czech word uvedla is ambiguous 
(NEUT,PL and FEM,SG). According to the language model, the ranker is 
supposed to choose the second sentence as the most probable result. 

There are also many homonymie word f orms that result in diff erent lem
mas in the target languages. For example, the word pak means both "then" 
and "fool-pl.gen", the word tři means "three" and the imperative of "to scrub", 
ženu means "wife-sg.acc" and "(I'm) hurrying out" etc. The ranker is sup
posed to sort out the contextually wrong meaning in all these cases if it has 
not been resolved earlier by the parser. 

Let us briefly define the trigram language model formally (a detailed 
description can be found in (Jelinek, 1997)). For a given word sequence 
W == { w1 , ... , wn} of n words, we define its probability as: 

n 

p(W) = p(w1, ... , wn) = ITp(wilwo, ... , Wi-1) (8.2) 
i=l 

where w0 is chosen appropriately to handle the initial condition. 
As it is computationally not viable to work with unlimited history, we 

use a mapping </> that approximates the history (in our case by trigrams): 

n 

p(W) ~ ITp(wijwi-2, wi-1) (8.3) 
i=l 

To estimate the trigram probabilities, we use a large training corpus: 

(8.4) 

where c123 is the number of times the sequence of words (w1 , w2 , w3 ) is 
observed and, analogically, c12 is the number of times the sequence ( w1 , w2 ) 

is observed. 
Dueto the well-known problem of sparse data, we have to use smoothing. 

A common smoothing method is the linear interpolation of trigram, bigram 
and unigram frequencies and a uniform distribution on the vocabulary (,\ 
are non-negative and sum up to 1): 
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The values of the parameters .Ai are obtained using heldout data. 

8.2 Evaluation 

We have evaluated the system on 1,000 sentences for the language pairs 
Czech-Slovak and Czech-Russian against a reference translation and on 100 
sentences for the language pairs Czech-Slovak and Czech-Macedonian2 us
ing a post-edited translation. 3 The metrics we are using are Levenshtein 
edit distances between the automatic translation and a reference translation 
based on characters and words4 as well as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001) and 
NIST (Doddington, 2002). If we use an edit-distance based metrie against 
post-edited translation, there are three basic possibilities of the outcome of 
translation of a segment. 

1. The rule-based part of the system has generated a 'perfect' 5 translation 
( among other hypotheses) and the ranker has chosen this one. 

2. The rule-based part of the system has generated a 'perfecť translation 
but the ranker has chosen another one. 

3. AU translations generated by the rule-based part of the system need 
post-processing. 

2We have used the JRC corpus (Steinberger et al., 2006), the UMC corpus (Klyueva 
and Bojar, 2008) and the Multext-East corpus (Erjavec, 2004). For Czech-Slovak, we have 
used the dictionaries from the original system Česflko. For Czech-Russian, we have used 
the dictionary created by Ondřej Boran and Natalia Kljueva. For Czech-Macedonian, a 
small dictionary was created from scratch for the experiments. We have selected three 
representative Slavie target languages with different stages of proximity to Czech. 

3 Although we <lid some practical experiments with Baltic languages, namely Lithuanian 
(Homola and Rimkute, 2004), we <lid not include the language pair Czech-Lithuanian into 
the final evaluation because of the expiration of the license for Lithuanian morphology. 
For this language pair, a module for structural transfer has been used in an early version 
of our framework. In the final evaluation, we have used structural transfer for the pair of 
( typologically) distant languages Czech and Macedonian. There is practically no need for 
structural transfer in the case of Czech-to-Slovak MT. As for the Czech-Russian language 
pair , the transfer <lid not help at all, probably because of the lower quality of the dictionary 
which has been generated automatically. 

4 This metrie corresponds to the well-known word error rate (WER). 
5 By 'perfecť we mean that the result does not need any human post-processing. 
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original shallow deep 
Czech-Slovak (WER) 52.683 54.823 54.223 
Czech-Slovak ( character based) 64.923 65.203 64.933 
Czech-Russian (WER) 16.063 18.263 18.183 
Czech-Russian( character based) 32.943 36.21% 36.163 

Table 8.1: Evaluation of Slavie language pairs ( edit distance) using reference 
translation 

original shallow deep 
Czech-Slovak (BLEU) 0.2161 0.2095 0.2082 
Czech-Slovak (NIST) 5.8950 5.7490 5.7714 
Czech-Russian (BLEU) 0.0512 0.0683 0.0690 
Czech-Russian (NIST) 3.0508 3.4201 3.4455 

Table 8.2: Evaluation of Slavie language pairs (BLEU and NIST) using ref
erence translation 

In the first case, the edit distance is zero, resulting in accuracy equal to 
1. In the second and third case, the accuracy is 1 - d with d meaning the 
edit distance between the segment chosen by the ranker and the post-edited 
translation divided by the length of the segment. 

Once we have the accuracies for all sentences, we use the arithmetic mean 
as the translation accuracy of the whole text. The accuracy is negatively 
influenced by several aspects. If a word is not known to the morphological 
analyzer, it does not get any morphological information, which means that 
it is practically unusable in the parser. Another possible problem is that a 
lemma is not found in the dictionary. In such a case, the original source 
form appears in the translation, which penalizes the score, of course. Finally, 
sometimes the morphological synthesis component is not able to generate the 
proper word form in the target language. In such a case, the Slovak lemma 
appers in the translation. 

The results are summarized in Tables 8.1- 8.4. The column original con
tains evaluation results for the original architecture as described in (Hajič 
et al., 2000). The column shallow contains results for the improved architec
ture with a parser for NPs and PPs. The column deep contains results for 
the improved architecture with all parsing rules. 
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original shallow deep 
Czech-Slovak (WER) 88.96% 88.76% 87.68% 
Czech-Slovak ( character based) 96.32% 96.90% 96.62% 
Czech-Slovak (BLEU) 0.7235 0.7349 0.7128 
Czech-Slovak (NIST) 6.9444 7.1121 6.9971 
Czech-Macedonian (WER) 54.593 68.163 70.94% 
Czech-Macedonian ( character based) 75.123 83.77% 86.29% 
Czech-Macedonian (BLEU) 0.3383 0.4161 0.5195 
Czech-Macedonian (NIST) 4.3760 5.0766 5.4034 

Table 8.3: Evaluation of Slavie language pairs using post-edited translation 

Apertium our system 
WER 87.13 88.2% 
character based 91.13 92.4% 

Table 8.4: Portuguese-to-Spanish evaluation ( edit distance) 

8.2.1 Discussion 

In statistical machine translation, it is usual to evaluate test data using an 
independent reference translation ( or more translations). We have done this 
for Czech-Slovak and Czech-Russian to provide results comparable to other 
MT systems (although, as has been stated by Callison-Burch et al. (2006), 
BLEU and similar metrics are believed to penalize rule-based MT systems). 
In rule-based systems for related languages, on the other hand, evaluation 
metrics based on edit distance are often used, e.g., by Armentano-Oller et al. 
(2006) in the system Apertium. A significant flaw of the evaluation based 
on post-edited translations it the high human effort, that is why we have 
evaluated less sentences than with independent reference translations. 

The results of the evaluation show that except for very closely related 
languages (Czech and Slovak), the improved architecture with the ranker 
produces a better translation than the original architecture proposed in (Ha
jič et al., 2000). As expected, there is no desperate need for deep syntactic 
analysis in case of language pairs of closely related languages. The experi
ments with the language pair Czech-Macedonian ( distant languages except 
for the lexical level) show that the 'shallow' approach could be suitable even 
for this kind of language pairs6 ( although the use of the parser has its limits 

6Nevertheless, a preliminary experiment with Czech-German has shown that shallow 
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because of the lack of valence in the system). 
To further support the hypothesis that the improved architecture is gen

erally better than the tagger-based approach, we have modified the sys
tem Apertium (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1) (we have removed the tagger 
and added a ranker) for the language pair Portuguese-Spanish (Homola and 
Kuboň, 2008). The results (measured on 100 post-edited sentences) are pre
sented in Tahle 8.4. 7 

MT for this language pair is a dead end, hence here may be the limit of the usability of 
shallow NLP. 

7We are very indebted to Sergio Duarte for his kind help with the evaluation. 
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Chapter 9 

Concl uding Discussion 

The main topic of this thesis is the contribution of syntactic analysis, espe
cially partial syntactic analysis, to the machine translation between more or 
less related languages. We focused on the Balta-Slavie language family and 
presented the implementation of a predominantly rule-based MT system with 
shallow NLP. We have also validated our framework on a language pair from 
another language family, namely Romance. As for (typologically) distant 
languages, the shallow approach seems to be viable for Czech-to-Macedonian 
MT at most. 

In this concluding chapter, we provide a broader discussion about the 
problematics of partial (shallow) NLP and the use of hybrid (rule-based and 
statistical) methods in the area of MT. Finally, we summarize the contribu
tion of the thesis. 

9.1 Shallow NLP and the Role of Statistics 
in MT 

There are three main branches of MT: rule-based MT, statistical MT and 
example-based MT. There were also many attempts of combining these ap
proaches to build a hybrid system. Like the original shallow-transfer MT sys
tem Česi1ko, our framework is predominantly rule-based, with one supporting 
statistical module. The following subsections summarize some findings from 
the development of our MT framework. 
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9.1.1 Dealing with Extensive Morphological Anibigu
ity 

It is a well-known fact that Baltic and Slavie languages have a very rich 
morphology and an extremely free word order. This fact imposes a difficulty 
on the NLP of these languages as it is necessary to deal with a much higher 
ambiguity as compared, for example, with most Germanic or Romance lan
guages. 

The transfer-less approach suggested by Hajič et al. (2000) uses a statis
tical tagger as its first module to disambiguate the input at the beginning of 
the translation process. Although the accuracy of the tagger was compara
tively high (96%), it has still proved to be insufficient for the given task in 
general. 

On the other hand, full-fledged rule-based MT systems use a full parser 
to deal with the morphological ambiguity and, if the result of the parser 
is still ambiguous, then it means that the processed sentence is ambiguous 
structurally. This approach has the disadvantage that it is practically impos
sible to create a hand-written grammar that would be capable of processing 
general texts. 

We have investigated a middle way between the two approaches. In our 
framework, there is no morphological disambiguation but the parser is only 
partial. In practice, this simplified approach does not have the flaws of the 
statistical tagger but it does not resolve the ambiguity of the processed sen
tence completely, thus subsequent modules work with partially ambiguous 
data and the final disambiguation is done at the end of the translation pro
cess by a ranker which is based on a simple trigram language model for the 
target language. 

Theoretically, one could use this procedure without any parser and rely 
on the final language model. However, the parser not only restricts the 
ambiguity but it also adds important information for the transfer, and if 
there was the full morphological ambiguity, the translation would need a huge 
amount of time and resources ( exponential with regard to the length of the 
processed sentence). Moreover, rule-based disambiguation is generally more 
reliable than statistical methods; so we simply follow the premise "don't guess 
if you know". Hence aur method is a compromise between the two mentioned 
approaches. 
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9.1.2 On the Lexical and Structural Non-Deterininisrn 
in MT 

In the translation process, there are many sources of ambiguity. We have 
already mentioned the morphological ambiguity which is very important es
pecially for languages with rich inflection, such as Baltic and Slavie languages. 
The other notable types of ambiguity are lexical and structural (syntactic) 
ambiguities. 

The lexical ambiguity comprises the fact that a word in the source lan
guage may be translated differently into the target language depending on 
the context, style, etc. In our framework, where all modules are capable 
of dealing with potentially ambiguous input, this problem can be partially 
solved for free by letting the lexical transfer generate all possible translations 
and relying on the final ranker. ln other words, if we are not able to provide 
a rule to solve a particular ambiguity, we let the ranker guess. 

The same applies for the structural ambiguity. Nonetheless in the syntax, 
we can exploit frequent free-rides . For example, a well-known and hard to 
solve problem is the syntactic ambiguity of prepositional phrases which can 
often depend on a noun or on a verb. The decision is mostly of semantic 
nature and cannot be made within the parser, not to say within a shallow 
parser, so the parser causes a structural ambiguity in such a case. On the 
other hand, in many cases the ambiguity is resolved 'for free' in the phase of 
syntactic synthesis, as the target language would often express the preposi
tional phrase with the same syntactic ambiguity. 

9.1.3 The Interplay between Rule-Based and Statisti
cal Modules 

Our experiments indicate that, in general, it is probably better to postpone 
statistical processing as far as possible in the translation process. In our 
framework, the only statistical module is the ranker at the end of the system 
and we achieve same or better results than the original architecture with the 
statistical tagger at the beginning. 

Our claim is also supported by the experiment of coupling two MT sys
tems to obtain a new translation pair. This practice is not very common 
for obvious reasons but it may be useful for closely related languages, as de
scribed by Bick and Nygaard (2007). We have coupled two MT systems as 
a simple pipe, i.e., with linearized sentences as the intermediary result, and 
using a set of translation hypotheses at a higher linguistic level as the inter
mediary result. The translation quality was significantly better in the latter 
case, hence we have another example when postponing the disambiguation 
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leads to better results. In this experiment, not only the quality was better 
but the system also worked faster, as we could widely omit the morphological 
ambiguity in the second MT system. 

9.2 Contribution of the Thesis 

Chapter 3 reviewed the most notable MT systems that were designed for 
related languages. The system Česi1ko was of especially great importance 
since it has been designed for Slavie languages and we have re-used some 
modules of this system. In Chapter 4, we gave a broader perspective on 
the various free-rides and major differences among the researched language 
family. 

The main part of the thesis, namely Chapters 5- 7, focused on the syntax 
of Baltic and Slavie languages, on a concrete implementation of our MT 
framework and on parsing and transfer rules for the MT between Baltic and 
Slavie languages. In Chapter 8, the system was used to translate a set of 
sentences of several language pairs and the results were evaluated using a 
couple of automatic MT metrics. The results indicated that our framework 
is not worse ( and often better) than the architecture of the original system 
Česi1ko, and that it also outperforms Česi1ko 's direct successor Apertium, 
which uses the same shallow-transfer approach but focuses on typologically 
different Romance languages. 

The thesis contributes to the art of partial syntactic analysis and MT for 
related languages by the following: 

• re-evaluating the role of the tagger in rule-based MT for related lan
guages, 

• designing a partial grammar for languages with rich inflection with 
a twofold purpose: to overcome morphosyntactic differences in local 
constituents and to restrict the huge morphological ambiguity which is 
symptomatic for these languages, 

• formalizing the functions and interrelationships of lexical, morphologi
cal and syntactic transfer, 

• suggesting and evaluating a novel method of coupling two MT sys
tems to obtain a new translation pair with better translation quality 
as compared to a simple pipe of two MT systems, 

Furthermore, we have designed and implemented the following modules. 
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• unification-based chart parser, 

• module for non-deterministic lexical, morphological and syntactic trans
fer, 

As in most research projects, there remain many open questions. In many 
cases, this thesis only foreshadows a solution. 

For example, further research is needed to localize the level of similarity 
of two languages where statistical MT gives better results than shallow ap
proaches or where the development of a rule-based MT system would be too 
costly. 

It also remains to be examined how would non-projective parsing improve 
our system since we are parsing only projective syntactic structures which 
may be a problem for Baltic and Slavie languages. 

Major improvements of the system in its current state could be proba
bly achieved by a more sophisticated implementation of the ranker and by 
extending the parser and lexicon by valency information. 
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Appendix A 

Czech Parser Rules 

This section lists the syntactic rules which we used in our system to parse 
Czech input. The grammar is based on observations presented in Chapter 5, 
but of course only some of the morphosyntactic phenomena are handled by 
the rules; the set of rules was composed empirically during the experiments. 
In the source file of the system, we use s-expressions1 for rule declaration since 
this format is simple to parse and it is still easily readable by humans. When 
adding a rule, one may start with designing the rule in the LFG notation 
(Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982). Example A.1 declares a simple rule for an NP 
which governs a PP (the agreement in case is expressed by the first equation): 

(A.1) PP ~ P NP, j CASE == l CASE & j PREP == l 

The rule attaches a preposition to an NP. The first part (before the 
comma) declares the categories of the subchain the rule will be tentatively 
applied to. The bold font denotes that the feature structure of the right 
element will be propagated as the head (the core of the feature structure) of 
the phrase. It takes a preposition and an NP to the right of it that agree in 
case, which is declared in the other part of the rule - the conditions. Thus 
the resulting feature structure is the feature structure of the NP extended 
with a new attribute - prep - that is unified with the feature structure of 
the preposition. 

Once converted to the notation of our formalism, the rule can be written 
as follows: 2 

1 Lists in round brackets in a Lisp-like notation. 
2The dollar sign ($) followed by an alphanumeric identifier denotes a variable. The 

dollar sign ($) followed by a number can occur only on the right-hand side of the rule 
and refers to a feature structure on the left-hand side of the rule excluding the 'shackle' 
structures ($1 refers to the first feature structure etc.) 
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(A.2) . POS prep +[TYPE shackle] + POS n --4 $2 /\ 

CASE $case CASE $case 

TYPE word TYPE word 

[HAS_pREP 
PREP ~1 l 

Finally, the f orm of the rule in the source co de of our grammar is as 
follows (with s-expressions denoting attribute-value pairs): 

( 

( ((type word) (pos prep) (case $case)) 
((type shackle)) ((type word) (pos n) (case $case)) ) 

( $3 ((prep $1) (has_prep 1)) ) 
) 

A.1 Shallow Rules 

(A.3) POS prep +[TYPE shackle] + POS n --4 $2 /\ 

CASE $case CASE $case 

TYPE word TYPE word 

[HAS_PREP 
PREP ~1 l 

(A.4) POS prep +[TYPE shackle] + POS pr on --4 $2 /\ 

CASE $case TYPE word 

TYPE word PRONTYPE pers 

CASE $case 

[HAS_pREP 
PREP ~1 l 

(A.5) POS prep +[TYPE shackle] + POS pr on --4 $2 /\ 

CASE $case TYPE word 

TYPE word PRONTYPE indef 

CASE $case 

[HAS_pREP 
PREP ~1 l 
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(A.6) POS 

CASE 

TYPE 

prep + [TYPE shackle] + POS 
$case TYPE 

WO~ PRONTYPE 

CASE 

[
HAS_PREP 1 l 
PREP $1 

pron ---+ $2 /\ 

word 

dem 

$case 

(A. 7) [POS adv l + [TYPE shackle] + [POS a l --+ $2 /\ 
TYPE word TYPE word 

[PREP $1] 

(A.8) POS num +[TYPE shackle] + POS n ~ $2 /\ 
NUMTYPE indef CASE gen 

(A.9) 

TYPE 

[NUM $1] 

POS 

GENDER 

TYPE 

NUMBER 

CASE 

$2 /\ [DET 

word 

pr on 

$gender 

word 

$number 

$case 

$1] 

(A.10) POS a 

GENDER $gender 

TYPE word 

NUMBER $nurnber 

CASE $case 

~ $2 /\ [+ATT $1] 

TYPE word 

+[TYPE shackle] + POS 

GENDER 

TYPE 

NUMBER 

DEF 

CASE 

+[TYPE shackle] + POS 

GENDER 

TYPE 

NUMBER 

CASE 

( A.11) POS n +[TYPE shackle] + POS n 

OATT o PREP nil 

TYPE word TYPE word 

ATT-GEN nil 

CASE gen 

[ATT-GEN $3] 
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n 

$gender 

word 

$number 

def 

$case 

n 

$gender 

word 

$nurnber 

$case 

---+ $1 /\ 

---+ 



(A.12) POS n +[TYPE shackle] + POS n ~ $1 /\ 

TYPE word PREP nil 

ATT-GEN nil TYPE word 

OATT o ATT-DAT nil 

CASE dat 

[ATT-DAT $3] 

(A.13) POS n +[TYPE shackle] + ATT-DAT nil ~ $1 /\ 

TYPE word POS a 

ATT-GEN nil PREP nil 

OATT o TYPE word 

DEF def 

CASE dat 

[ATT-DAT $3] 

(A.14) [POS n l +[TYPE shackle] + POS n 
TYPE word !HAS_PREP 1 

~ $1 /\ 

TYPE word 

[+ADJ $3] 

A.2 · Deep rules 

(A.15) POS pr on +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb ~ $2 /\ 

TYPE word VFORM lpart 

PRONTYPE pers TYPE word 

CASE dat 

[roBJ $1] 

(A.16) POS COilJ + [TYPE shackle J + POS verb ----* $2 /\ 
LEMMA aby VFORM lpart 

TYPE word TYPE word 

[coNJ $1] 

(A.17) POS verb + [TYPE shackle] + POS n ~ $1 /\ 

VFORM inf CASE dat 

TYPE word TYPE word 

[10BJ $3] 
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(A.18) POS verb 

VFORM fin 
+ [TYPE shackle] + POS n 

CASE acc 

--7 $1 /\ 

TYPE word TYPE word 

[oBJ $3] 

(A.19) POS verb + [TYPE shackle] + POS n ---> $1 A 

VFORM lpart CASE acc 
TYPE word TYPE word 

[oBJ $3] 

(A.20) POS verb 

VFORM inf 

+ [TYPE shackle] + POS a ---> $1 A 

TYPE word 

TYPE word DEF def 

CASE dat 

[10BJ $3] 

(A.21) POS 
TYPE 
FORM 

pron + [TYPE shackle J + POS verb ---> $2 A 

word VFORM lpart 

se TYPE word 

PRONTYPE refl 

[REFL 1] 
(A.22) POS verb + [TYPE shackle] + POS 

VFORM lpart TYPE 

pron ~ $1 /\ 

word 

TYPE word FORM se 

PRONTYPE refi 

[REFL 1] 
(A.23) POS verb 

VFORM fin 
+ [TYPE shackle] + POS n 

!HAS_pREP 1 

~ $1 /\ 

TYPE 

[+ADJ $3] 

(A.24) POS 
TYPE 
VFORM 

word 

verb 
word 
fin 

NUMBER $number 

---> $2 A [ADJ $1] 

TYPE 

+ [TYPE shackle] + POS 
TYPE 
VFORM 

word 

verb 

word 
part_short 

NUMBER $number 
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(A.25) [FORM ale l + [TYPE shackle] + POS verb --+ $2 /\ 
TYPE word VFORM fin 

TYPE word 

[ADJ-XBUT $1] 

(A.26) POS verb +[TYPE shackle] + POS pron ----7 $1 /\ 

VFORM fin TYPE word 

TYPE word FORM se 

PRONTYPE refl 

[REFL 1] 

(A.27) POS pr on +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb ----7 $2 /\ 

TYPE word VFORM fin 
FORM se TYPE word 
PRONTYPE refl 

[REFL 1] 

(A.28) ·[POS adv l +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb --+ $2 /\ 
. TYPE word VFORM lpart 
. . . 

TYPE word 
~· · 

[ADV-ADV-L $1] 

(A.29) [POS adv l +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb 
TYPE word VFORM fin 

----7 $2 /\ 

TYPE word 

[ADV-ADV-L $1] 

(A.30) POS n2 +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb ----7 $2 /\ 

HAS_FREP 1 VFORM lpart 
TYPE word TYPE word 

[ADV-PP-L $1] 

(A.31) POS pron + [TYPE shackle] + POS verb --+ $2 /\ 
!HAS_FREP 1 VFORM lpart 

TYPE word TYPE word 

[ADV-PP-L $1] 
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(A.32) POS n +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb 

GENDER $gender PERSON 3 

TYPE word GENDER $gender 

NUMBER $number TYPE word 

CASE nom VFORM lpart 

NUMBER $number 

__, $2 /\ [ SUBJ $1] 

(A.33) POS verb +[TYPE shackle] + POS n 

PERSON 3 GENDER $gender 

GENDER $gender TYPE word 

TYPE word NUMBER $number 

VFORM lpart CASE nom 

NUMBER $number 

__, $1 /\ [ SUBJ $3] 

(A.34) POS verb +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb -t 

LEMMA být PERSON $person 

PERSON $person TYPE word 

TYPE word VFORM inf 

VFORM fin 

TEN SE fut 

$2 A [Aux $1] 

(A.35) POS verb +[TYPE shackle] + POS verb -t 

LEMMA být PERSON $person 

PERSON $person TYPE word 

TYPE word VFORM lpart 

VFORM fin 

TEN SE pr es 

$2 A [Aux $1] 
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(A.36) POS verb 
být 
$person 
word 

fin 

LEMMA 

PERSON 
TYPE 

VFORM 
TENSE pres 

$2 A [Aux $1] 

(A.37) POS 
LEMMA 
PERSON 
TYPE 
VFORM 

verb 

být 
$person 

word 
lpart 

TENSE pres 

$2 /\ [Aux $1] 

(A.38) POS verb 

LEMMA být 
TYPE word 

VFORM fin 
NUMBER $number 

-+ $1 A [suBJ $3] 

(A.39) POS n 

PERSON 3 

TYPE word 

NUMBER $number 
CASE nom 

-+ $2 /\ [ SUBJ $1] 

+ [TYPE shackle J + POS verb 
PERSON $person 

TYPE 

VFORM 

+~YPE ~~k~]+ POS 
PERSON 
TYPE 

VFORM 

word 
part_short 

verb 
$person 
word 
part_short 

+ [TYPE shackle] + POS n 
PERSON 3 
TYPE word 
NUMBER $number 
CASE nom 

+ [TYPE shackle J + POS verb 
TYPE word 
VFORM fin 
NUMBER $number 

(A.40) POS verb + [TYPE shackle] + POS n 
PERSON 3 LEMMA být 

~ $1 /\ 

TYPE word 
VFORM fin 

[NOM-PRED-N $3] 
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